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All necessary paperwork can be found on the league's
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At the conclusion of the survey members are welcome to
come into the club rooms where a discussion will be held on
Preparing and Showing your dog in the Speciality Ring.
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Presidents Report. June 2010

I welcome you again to this fine publication and appreciate the
time and effort your editor, Craig Babbage, dedicates to its’
production.
For those members that may not have realised, there has been a
slight change in the official naming of our organisation. We are
now known as the ‘German Shepherd Dog League of NSW
Inc’, a change from the ‘German Shepherd Dog League Inc’
The national has come and gone for another year.
Congratulations are extended to those GSDL members that had
success and reward from attending the 2010 National.
The 2011 National is being held in Sydney and there is much
hard work ahead of us in organising such a large event. We are
looking within our membership base for assistance in the areas
of donations, sponsorship and volunteers. Ideally, these many
areas could be supported from our general membership who
don’t show but have a desire to assist and to support the further
development and their passion of their beloved breed, the
German Shepherd Dog.
If there is any interest in assisting, contact your secretary, Fay
Stokes or any member of the management committee.
Accommodation is now posted on the website the schedule will
be finalised shortly as it is being held up until we get final
confirmation regarding the obedience trial of the National from
the RAS. There have been issues with the National Obedience
Trial being held in conjunction with the 2011 Royal Easter
Show and their obedience section.
Our Open Show/Sanctioned Show in June went ahead with a
new format. There were a few little hiccups in the logistics but
we can learn from them and move forward to program the
December Open Show/Sanctioned Show with the past
experience under our belts. In the final wash-up of the show, we
gained many benefits from holding the show. These benefits
include a closer liaison with Dogs NSW, which can only benefit
both organisations. My sincere appreciation must go to your
Vice-President, Mr Terry Jarvis for his public relations efforts
with Dogs NSW special guests who attended the show. As far
as Human Resources management, Terry has proven to be a
great asset to the committee’s public relations activities.
Dogs NSW are improving our Grounds and hopefully with
further negotiation, further improvements on the club House
will be forthcoming. This is proof enough of our continuing
friendly liaison with Dogs NSW, their CEO, Christine Davis
and Committee members of Dogs NSW.
Networking can be a powerful and useful tool in any
organisation. Currently we are investigating the access of a
portable building/site office. If there are any members that may
have contacts in this area and are able to assist the GSDL to
acquire such an item, please contact your secretary or me. This
acquisition and its’ usefulness, I believe will enhance the
current facilities we have at our grounds.

Our Campbelltown Branch is moving forward in leaps and
bounds with the new Management Committee. It is pleasing to
note that the branch is showing a profit after only a few months
in office, rather than a loss that has been recorded in the
previous two years.
My congratulations and thanks are extended to the committee of
the Campbelltown Branch and all the other members that have
brought this turn around possible. Also Many thanks to our
Training Coordinator, Gary Conolly for the time, effort and
guidance he has also put into this branch.
Our welfare side of the GSDL has needed to be re-organised.
The association with Save A Shepherd (SAS) has proved very
positive and my sincere thanks go to the founders of the
organisation, Tanya and Andrew Evans who have decided it is
time to take a break due to their personal lives taking a change.
The successes are too numerous to mention here. Hetty Choy’s
articles in this publication are more than sufficient to support
the successes that our association has had with SAS and the
welfare side of the GSDL. Hetty of course will keep you
informed on future developments in this area. Donations
received for welfare are being separated from general revenue
and will be utilised solely for any welfare costs.
As I reflect on the last two and a half years in office, the GSDL
has moved forward in numerous areas. Costs have been
minimised, profits have grown along with a growing
membership base. Our accounts are in strict order under the
guidance and advice of our treasurer, Karen Eaton. It is pleasing
to have, and note, that we have a qualified financial
professional guiding us in our financial matters. Her support of
me in my endeavours to strengthen and stabilise the GSDL,
especially financially, is much appreciated.
The website is one of the best in the country with the dedication
of our Web-Master, Frances McAdam. During our participation
in the Dogs Day Out at the grounds, a Dogs NSW activity, our
new publicity material, banner and display boards proved to be
a worthwhile acquisition.
There are many areas that have moved forward, both in minor
to major ways, due to the dedication of the members of the
committee. Many improvements may seem trivial but they all
combine to create a strengthening of our foundations and
building towards moving forward into the future. All these
areas are too numerous to list individually at this time but they
all help to form a strong and fluent movement as the GSDL
moves forward.
Graeme Stevenson – President, GSDL of NSW Inc.
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NSW STATE BREED ASSESSMENT & MOCK OBEDIENCE TRIALS
14th & 15th AUGUST, 2010
GSDL Grounds, Luddenham Road, Erskine Park
CONFORMATION JUDGES:
DOGS
Open Dog
Melanie Groth
Intermediate
Glen Gregory
Junior
Reg Bonello
Puppy
Melanie Groth
Minor
Reg Bonello
Baby
Kim Gregory

BITCHES
Open Bitch
Intermediate
Junior
Puppy
Minor
Baby

Fay Stokes
Kim Gregory
Fay Stokes
Ken Northcote
Melanie Groth
Glen Gregory

MOCK TRIALS OBEDIENCE JUDGE: Pat Bailey
CCD, Novice,Open,UD, UDX
ENTRY FEES:

To be advised

All conformation classes

$l5.00 lst entry (includes catalogue)
$12.00 subsequent entries
Breeders Group - no entry fee but must be sent with entry
Mock Trial Entries
$l0.00
(All cheques/money orders made payable to GSDL)

SPECIAL CLASS REQUIREMENTS
OPEN DOG & BITCH Entry must include copy of 5 generation pedigree,
& copy of Breed Survey
SIRES PROGENY
Entry is automatic - minimum of 5 animals presented
for assessment, no age restriction, sires must be
Breed Surveyed.
BREEDERS GROUP minimum of 4 animals presented from a minimum
of 2 sires or 2 dams
SIEGER/SIEGERIN
The title of State Sieger/State Siegerin will be awarded to
the highest placed Open Dog & Bitch domiciled and
owned in NSW for the previous 12 months (imported
dogs are exempt from this time limit) The ACT is
considered part of NSW.
GSDL Point Score will apply
JUDGING commences 9 a.m.Saturday - conformation only
Sunday l0.00 a.m. - assembly Breeders Group 9.45 a.m.
Obedience and Conformation
ENTRIES CLOSE with the Show Secretary, 74 Kolora Road, Ebenezer - 45 799383
25th July, 2010 - a self, stamped addressed envelope must accompany
for return of receipt.

ORDER OF JUDGING

SATURDAY
Baby & Minor Puppy Bitches
Baby & Minor Puppy Dogs
Sires Progeny
Puppy and Junior Bitches
Puppy & Junior Dogs
Child Handler competition during luncheon break
SUNDAY
Mock Trial all obedience sections
Breeders Group
Intermediate Dogs & Bitches
Open Dogs & Bitches

THERE WILL BE NO OFF LEAD GAITING OR GUN TESTS AT THIS EVENT
AGE ELEGIBILITY FOR CONFORMATION CLASSES
Baby Puppy
Minor Puppy
Puppy
Junior
Intermediate
Open

3 months & 1 day under 6 months
6 months & 1 day under 9 months
9 months & 1 day under 12 months
9 months & 1 day under l8 months
18 months & 1 day under 36 months
24 months & over

(note: it is not compulsory for animals 2 years old to exhibit in the
open class they can remain in intermediate if you wish)

PRIZE SCHEDULE
Conformation

Trophy & sash to lst and 2nd in all classes
Trophy for Sieger, Siegerin, Reserve Sieger, Reserve Siegerin
NSW State Breed Excellent Medal to all animals graded Excellent
Grading Certificates for all gradings - gradings awarded at
discretion of judge.

Obedience

Trophy & Sash to all class winners CCD, Novice, Open, UD, UDX

CANTEEN facilities available both days
PRESENTATION

in the Club House at the conclusion of the show with light
refreshments

Ig A Immunological Disorders in the GSD
Dr. Karen Hedberg BVSc Jan 2010
General information
Immunodeficiency disorders are defined by a diminished ability
by the body to mount an effective immune response to a
perceived threat – eg. infection.

Current Understanding of Ig A problems in the GSD.
Ig A is primarily involved in mucous surfaces and
skin/mucous surface junctions. This means the major areas
involved are the skin, gut, eye and nose.

Primary immunodeficiency disease is caused by hereditable
defects in the immune system. Secondary immunodeficiency
disease is a diminished immune response acquired as a
consequence of some other primary disease.

Current understanding of the Ig A problem show this as a
very complex problem with no simple answer at this stage.
Measurements of Ig A levels show a wide variation of serum
Ig A levels in normal GSD’S.
Reduced Ig A levels shown in tears and feaces of normal
GSD but this can vary between studies.
Ig A serum levels do not appear to reflect mucosal Ig A
secretion in the GSD, despite normal to increased Ig A
plasma cell numbers in the lining of the gut.
It appears that GSD’s may have a “block” in the
transportation of Ig A across the intestinal wall into the gut
(and possibly other surfaces). Some of the current research
involves 2 molecules that transport the Ig A from outside to
inside the gut lumen.
It has recently been found that dogs can express at least 4
allotypes of Ig A. Interestingly, all GSD‘s examined so far
express just one of these allotypes (type C). This occurs in
the Ig A heavy chain hinge region. This could explain or
potentially influence the ability of Ig A molecules to bind
antigens. (K Allenspach 2009).

Primary immunodeficiencies involving the cell-mediated,
humoral, complement and phagocytic systems have all been
described in veterinary literature. Defects involving the humoral
immune response are associated with a high susceptibility to
bacterial infection. Defects involving the cell-mediated immune
response are associated with a high susceptibility to viral,
fungal and protozoal infections. Defects in the phagocytic or
complement system are associated with disseminated infection.
Clinical Signs – depend on the level at which the immune
response is defective and range from chronic respiratory and
gastro-intestinal signs and skin infections to life threatening
conditions.
Ig A dysfunction –a primary Ig A dysfunction has been
described in the GSD and is probably at the root cause of many
GSD specific immunological disorders. Aspergillosis in the
GSD has been related directly to the Ig A dysfunction and has
an almost 100% death rate.
Other disorders seen in the GSD associated with a compromised
immune system (usually involving Ig A) includes the
following:Aspergillosis and other mycoses
Anal furunculosis – almost exclusive to the GSD.
Exocrine pancreatic insufficiency (EPI),
Inflammatory bowel disease (IBD), s
Small intestinal bacterial overgrowth (SIBO) and its related
antibiotic responsive diarrhea (ARD),
Ocular disease including Pannus, Plasmoma
Suppurative otitis externa (ear infections)
Skin -Deep Staph pyoderma/folliculitis,
SLE (Systemic lupus erythematosus and immune
mediated skin disease, especially discoid lupus erythematosus
(DLE).
Degenerative Myelitis – while not considered to be related to Ig
A problems, was initially thought to have an immune-mediated
basis. However, there have been few studies of the
pathogenesis. The exact precipitating causes of the progressive
demyelination and axonal degeneration is still poorly
understood.
There has been a DNA test developed to identify those that are
“carrying” the problem, however, not all affected dogs develop
the condition. Other triggering factors that are yet to be
determined are postulated at this stage.
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It is clear that the GSD is predisposed to a whole slew of
immunological or autoimmune diseases, primarily at this
stage resulting from a dysfunctional Ig A transport system.
“In the case of bacterial and fungal infectious diseases, it has
been proposed that weak immunological defenses at the
mucosal or cutaneous surfaces permits the infection to gain
foot hold in the body….. The normal regulation of the
immune system must be defective to allow an inappropriate
attack on self tissues. Most autoimmunity is now considered
to have an infectious trigger. Both types of disease may be
related to an inability of dogs of this breed to deal
effectively with infectious agents.
…. The is no simple immunodeficiency in dogs of this
breed, and the overall function of the humeral, cell mediated
and phagocytic arms of the immune system are generally
considered normal. There may however be a defect in the
mucosal Ig A production. Serum, tear and salivary Ig A
concentrations are usually normal in GSD’s, however there
is a failure to adequately translocate Ig A across the
intestinal epithelial barrier into the gut lumen.
…Current studies are continuing to address the molecular
mechanism that underlies this selective defect in mucosal
immunity. The laboratory tools are now available to permit
further advances in the identification of the gene mutations
that may be responsible for defective immunity in this
breed.” Michael Day 2003.
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Systemic
Aspergillosis – commonly affects the nasal cavity and bone –
more often seen in long nosed breeds.
Aspergillosis and other systemic fungal infections are usually as
a result of inhalation, more commonly in areas where there is
higher humidity. Cases of Aspergillosis have been reported
around the world, more so in the warmer and temperature
climates.
Aspergillosis( and other mycoses)– the disseminated forms ie.
where there is spread through out the body, the GSD is
uniquely susceptible to the severe disseminated forms. “The
cases seen are often relatively young dogs that develop fungal
granulomata throughout the body, particularly involving bone
and kidney. …generally considered to cause opportunistic
infection in immunocompromised individuals”. (M.Day 2003)
Age of onset – any age but normally younger dogs around the
2-6 years bracket.
Symptoms – can vary depending on where the infection sets up.
The dog may have vague symptoms of ill health, persistent high
temperatures and failure to respond to normal antibiotic
therapies.
Treatment – getting an accurate diagnosis is the most critical
step. X rays on any bone areas that are suspicious, blood tests,
culture of urine. The antifungal drugs can be tried but once a
GSD’s becomes infected, however, the odds of the dog
surviving are extremely poor due to the underlying
immunodeficiency of the Ig A system. If the dog’s condition
does not improve very quickly, it is the kindest thing to
consider the dog’s welfare above all other issues and do the
right thing by the dog.
Numbers seen – Australia wide – less than 5 cases per year.
Skin
Deep Staph Pyoderma (Furunculosis/folliculitis/cellulitis)
Age of onset - almost exclusive to middle aged GSD’s,
usually over 5-6 years of age, probably a slightly higher
incidence seen in females.
Symptoms - often with a history pattern of intense puritis prior
to breaking out. Areas affected rump, back, flanks and thighs in
a bilaterally symmetrical pattern. Some individuals have more
extensive lesions affecting the chest and neck. The head, ears
and front legs are rarely involved. Most cases have a pattern of
frequent relapses and the condition is thought to have an
immunological basis. Bacterial hypersensitivity, genetic
predisposing factors, immune deficiencies and hypothyroidism
have all been considered as precipitating or complicating
factors.
Treatment - consists of periodic courses of antibiotics, and
ongoing use of low doses of cortisone 2-3 x weekly or long
courses of cyclosporins. Numbers of these cases are low, but
due to the severity of the infections that occasionally build up,
these dogs require constant care and ongoing medication.
Treated carefully, these dogs can be kept comfortable over 4-6
years, but will not cure, and gradually over time may get more
severely affected. Severely affected dogs, if not treated
adequately, should be euthanaised.
Numbers affected – less than 1%

Dyscoid Lupus Erythematous – cutaneous – predisposed
breeds include the GSD, Collie, Sheltie, Siberian Husky and
Malamute. Immune mediated skin disease.
Age of onset - varies but usually the cases seen are over 3-4
years of age.
Symptoms – initially depigmentation of nose and lips, this
progresses to ulceration, tissue loss and scaring. Ears, eye rims,
feet and genitalia may also be affected. Exposure to ultraviolet
radiation will acerbate the condition. In the GSD it is primarily
to nasal area that is affected.
Treatment - suitable creams (zinc, sun block) and cortisone
orally – this is usually ongoing but low level several times a
week, more so in summer. This condition is largely
controllable. Excessive exposure to summer sun should be
avoided. This is an immune system problem. Numbers seen are
very small proportionally.
Nasal Keratitis – is part of DLE - see above.
Eye
Pannus (Chronic Superficial Keratitis) – affects the cornea
of the eye resulting in the increasing deposition of black
pigment across the cornea.This is considered to be an autoimmune disorder due to the chronic nature of the inflammatory
response.
Pannus occurs in the older GSD; probably affecting less than
5% of the population. Pannus also occurs in quite a few other
breeds including the Pug, Pekingese, American Cocker Spaniel
to mention but a few. Environmental factors such as altitude
and solar radiation may modify the occurrence of this disease.
Age of onset – usually older than 6 years of age, most are
greater than 8-9 years of age.
Symptoms – usually bilateral, symmetrical inflammation of
areas of the cornea resulting in patches of variable pigmentation
(from pink to black). This reaction often starts at the lateral or
lower-lateral edges of the cornea. The pannus (black
pigmentation) gradually covers the majority of the cornea and
blindness can occur. This condition involves lymphocytic
infiltration with expression of inflammatory cytokines and other
molecules
Treatment – this condition is controllable but not curable.
Long term use of corticosteroid eye drop and/or cyclosporin eye
drops can slow the progression of the disease, however the
condition can flare up in the hotter months. Treatment is often
used daily until there is good control, then ongoing treatment is
usually 2-3 x weekly. If the condition flares up, treatment is
again stepped up for short periods.
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Plasmoma – similar condition to pannus, however here it is
affecting the conjunctiva and predominantly the 3rd eyelids. Not
seen very often, affecting GSD’s primarily. Incidence within
the breed – very low, less than 1%.
Age of onset – usually older than 6 years of age.
Symptoms – inflammation affecting the conjunctiva and the 3rd
eye lid. Usually bilateral, can be unilateral. Results in inflamed
thickened areas of conjunctiva and the loss of pigmentation and
thickening of the 3rd eyelid. The affected tissue is invaded with
lymphocyte and plasma cells.
Treatment – like pannus, this condition in controllable to a
large degree, but not curable. Similarly treated to pannus. Long
term use of corticosteroid eye drop and/or cyclosporin eye
drops can slow the progression of the disease, it can flare up in
the hotter months. Treatment is often used daily until there is
good control, then ongoing treatment is usually 2-3 x weekly. If
the condition flares up, treatment is again stepped up for short
periods. The cornea in these cases is unaffected.
This is considered to be an auto-immune disorder due to the
chronic nature of the inflammatory response.

Gastric Conditions
GSD’s are as a breed prone to a number of chronic gastric
conditions. These are a group of conditions/disorders that affect
the digestion, absorption of food and/or intestinal stability of
the GSD. Many of these conditions probably have an allergic or
immunological basis (or trigger). On an overview of these types
of conditions as they affect dogs, the GSD is certainly overrepresented.
The following conditions have all been proven to have an
immune system dysfunction/inflammation process underlying
their basis. Equally, treatment of these conditions is generally
similar – the aim being to minimize allergic/inflammatory
responses of the body and stabilize the gut bacteria and lining
so that normal digestion and assimilation of food is possible.
The finer points of exactly how these allergic or inflammatory
responses are triggered is the current goal of researchers. Once
we know these triggers, we can be far more specific in tuning
diets, food types etc such that the incidences of these conditions
should diminish significantly over time.
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Idiopathic Inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) – this is a
name covering several different types of diseases, usually
classified according to the type of inflammation present and the
area of the intestine where the majority of the inflammation
occurs. This collective term covers disorders that are associated
with persistent or recurrent gastrointestinal signs and are
characterized by histological evidence of intestinal
inflammation without a specific cause.
As the Ig A system is intricately involved in dampening the
body’s reaction to gut antigens, any dysfunction in the system
will have an immune response reacting to various gut antigens,
be it a bacterial product, a food antigen, or a self antigen
(autoimmune). The resulting response induces gastrointestinal
irritation and inflammation.
Some breeds are more predisposed to more than one type of
inflammatory bowel disease – the GSD and the Boxer are
certainly of note - and that these diseases are considered to have
an immune mediated component.
These chronic conditions are usually seen (on average) in the
slightly older dog (antibiotic responsive diarrhea ARD is more
commonly seen in younger dogs). “It has been speculated that
ARD occurs first, and that prolonged stimulation by the
intestinal flora in genetically predisposed individuals, ultimately
causes IBD” (K Allenspach 2009).
Age of onset- generally not much under 12 months, more
commonly seen over 15 months.
Symptoms – vomiting (intermittent), diarrhea, weight loss, poor
appetite.
Diagnosis – care should be taken to ensure that all possible
causes of diarrhea and weight loss are thoroughly explored.
Test for EPI and bacterial cultures should also be carried out.
Treatment for these dogs diets aims at stabilizing the gut
sufficiently that food can be absorbed, minimizing irritation
and stabilizing the gut bacterial populations.
The food given should ideally be concentrated, of an easily
assimilated form so as to be highly digestible with low residue.
Certainly, consideration for low allergenic diets should be
considered – wheat and beef free diets should be of prime
consideration for GSD’s as there is a reasonably high
percentage of allergies to these components.
Despite these diets, some dogs may have to remain on a
combination of drugs including metronidazole, motility
modifiers, gut bacteria stabilizers, pancreatic enzyme replacers
in some conditions, and/or low doses of cortisone in very
refractory cases.
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Small intestinal Bacterial Overgrowth (SIBO) and IBD are
often linked, particularly in relation to the GSD. SIBO is
thought to occur in the younger animal and if not resolved,
turns into IBD over time. [ARD mentioned above is technically
the same as SIBO].
Symptoms – diarrhea , weight loss, failure to thrive.
Treatment - These cases generally respond to antibiotics such as
Tetracyclines, Metranidazole or Tylosin. These dogs are often
placed on 4-6 weeks of drugs while the gut is stabilized.
* It is very important that every effort is made to try and sort
out the reasons behind the chronic bacterial overgrowth, so the
dietary advice given in the IBD section also applies here as
well.

Wheat (Gluten) Allergies – these are very common in many
breeds. Tests run have suggested that over 30% of dogs
suspected of having food allergies are sensitive to gluten. Many
of the features seen in gluten allergies are also seen in other
types of inflammatory bowel diseases eg. Lympocyticplasmacytic enteritis, and it highlights the need with this group
of diseases to try elimination diets to ensure that what appears
as a chronic disease is not a simple allergy driven condition.
Age of onset - Many dogs that exhibit this condition often show
few signs prior to 7-9 months of age (the earliest I have seen
this is around 5 months), as it takes time to sensitise an
individual by continual low grade insult.
Symptoms usually present as failure to maintain body weight,
often despite increasing the food intake; chronically loose to
sloppy motions.
Treatment As this is around a similar age to the diagnosis of
pancreatic insufficiency in GSD’s, my first step is to try these
dogs on a wheat or gluten free diets for a minimum of 6 weeks
and limit the type of meat proteins fed (usually I limit the meat
to either chicken or mutton, and cut out beef entirely). If using a
dry food, the safest cereal base to use is rice. The other grains
that contain some gluten include barley, rye, buckwheat and
oats.
I would estimate around 10-15% of GSD’s have a definite
wheat/gluten sensitivity and this figure can be higher within
certain bloodlines. Add in gut bacterial replacers (Protexin,
acidophilis etc) and something fine to line the gut (corn flour,
slippery elm powder).

Exocrine Pancreatic Insufficiency (EPI) – tests TLI – fasted
TLI <2.5mg/L is diagnostic. Low serum cobalamin is
associated with EPI and distal bowel malabsorption (poor
absorption of food). Low serum folate is associated with
proximal small bowel malabsorption, small bowel intestinal
bacterial overgrowth may raise serum folate and lower serum
cobalamin. It has been postulated that this is could be an
inherited condition in the GSD and may be inherited as an
autosomal recessive trait.
Age of onset - from 8 months onwards, most commonly from
2-3 years of age.
Symptoms – chronic diahorrea, often pasty coloured motions,
weight loss/failure to hold weight. This is considered an
immune mediated condition in the GSD, and as mentioned
above, these conditions generally are triggered by an allergic or
infectious trigger.
Treatment – low fat diets, supplementation with pancreatic
enzymes. Some pancreatic enzyme replacers are far better than
others *Creon 1000 is currently the best available.
These enzymes are most effectively used by placing them into
soaked food about 1 hour before feeding to give the enzymes
time to start working.
Place these dogs on low allergy diets in addition to pancreatic
enzyme supplementation and bacterial gut replacers, and
products to line the gut (see above).
If the dog picks up really well over 4-6 weeks (good weight and
firm motions), try gradually removing the pancreatic enzyme
supplements, if the weight stays good and the motions stay
firm, the majority of the problem could have been a chronic
allergic response. If the loose motions return and or the dog
starts loosing weight, the dog may have to stay on enzyme
supplements for life.
Pancreatic Atrophy – basically the same as EPI, as it
progresses to Pancreatic Acinar atrophy (ie. the more chronic
form). GSD’s represent over ½ the cases seen.
Age of onset – in most breeds, this is seen over 2-3 years of age.
In the GSD however these dogs are seen at a young age, even
so, signs do not appear prior to 8-12 months of age, so
presumably sufficient enzymes are produced prior to this time.
Causes are considered abnormal immune mediated response to
a bacterial or inflammatory dietary response.
Treatment These dogs require ongoing pancreatic enzyme
supplementation.
The number of GSD’s affected by pancreatic insufficiency or
atrophy, once the chronic allergy cases are eliminated would be
quite small, certainly less than a tenth of the number with gluten
allergies.
## Ensure that the diagnosis of the chronic bowel condition
your GSD is diagnosed as having is correct as chronic wheat
(gluten) allergy can present a similar picture of poor absorption
of food and/or irritable bowel symptoms. Remove wheat/gluten
sources from the diet and see if symptoms abate, try a rice
based diet, remove beef proteins as well as this is the most
common meat based protein that dogs can be allergic to.
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Chronic Colitis (Lymphocytic-Plasmacytic) – inflammatory
bowel disease, a subtype of IBD, characterised by infiltration of
lymphocytes and/or plasma cells into the walls of the intestines,
often involving the full thickness of the mucosa. GSD’s and
Sharpei’s may be predisposed.
Age – most present before 6 years of age. Signs vary
considerably between individuals in type severity and
frequency, increasing over time.

Anal Furunculosis – chronic disorder – very debilitating.
Symptoms - ulceration, inflammation and sinus tract formation
around the anus. Dogs are found licking the area fairly
incessantly. Small ulcerations appear which when examined
penetrate quite deeply into the tissue behind. Over time these
become deeper and more extensive.
This condition is almost exclusive to the GSD (95% of all
cases), many affected dogs have concurrent intestinal disease
(chronic colitis) or other immune related conditions such as
deep staph pyoderma. Chronic diarrhea may contribute by
increasing soiling of the anal area.

Symptoms chronic diarrhoea, vomiting common, anorexia
followed by bouts of ravenous appetite, chronic weight loss,
blood in faeces occasionally seen. Thickened loops of gut,
enlarged mysenteric lymph nodes.
Causes – infectious (bacterial guardia, salmonella,
campylobacter); dietary (food additives, meat or milk proteins,
wheat glutens); genetic factors (breed predilections).
Treat low allergy diets. Cortisone and long term antibiotics may
be needed.

Causes - The major histocompatibility complex (MHC) has
been proven to be involved, showing that there is a definite
genetic association in affected GSD’s. Combined with a broad
based and low set tail, there is a reduced aeration of the anal
area. With age, there is an increasing inability to raise the tail
(due to fusion of the tail vertebrae).
Treament as this condition is considered to be an immune
mediated condition, it responds to a variety of
immunosuppressive treatments including cortisone, and
cyclosporins.
Treatment reduces signs, however the condition has a very high
recurrence rate, Surgery has a mixed outcome, although some
are cleared. In my experience these complete clearances are few
and far between, and are more likely to be successful where
tackled early on in the condition.

Eosinophilic Enteritis – inflammatory disease of the small
intestine, an uncommon form or subtype of IBD, which is
characterised by the infiltration of eosinophils. This affects
parts of the colon where eosinophils have invaded various
layers deep. Eosinophils are commonly found where allergic
and/or parasitic reactions are going on.
The GSD, Rottweiler and Sharpei may be predisposed.
Age – younger animals usually less than 5 years of age, but any
age can be affected. Symptoms – intermittent vomiting,
diahorrea, anorexia, weight loss, thickened bowel loops.
Causes – immune related, food allergies, parasites.
Diagnosis – involves trying to determine the cause of the
ongoing reaction(s). Through worming and dietary elimination
trails may be necessary.
Treament with low allergy diets, limited food sources, high
digestibility. Long term dietary control may be required. Use of
cortisone may be necessary in the short term.

Good local hygiene with trimming of the hair at the base of the
tail and on either side of the rectum (creating a ‘breezeway
effect’) can be very beneficial in assisting in controlling the
condition.
Numbers affected – probably maximum of 1%
Conclusion to Chronic Gastric problems
The world of immunology and gastroenterology is one that is
rapidly changing.
Our understanding of the finer points of what causes these
incredible immunological misfirings or over reactions as well as
understanding how gastric allergies and infections trigger these
unwanted reactions is just beyond our grasp at this time.
Hopefully, over the next 5-10 years as our understanding of the
genetics of the underlying molecular processes involved
advances, this will have progressed to the stage that we can start
to be able to give much better advice and more specific diets
that result in minimal disease and a much healthier future for
our beloved breed.
References
Michael J Day “Chronic German Shepherd Dog Illness.” 2003.
K Allenspach et al “Evidence for a role of innate immunity in
the Pathogenesis of Inflammatory Bowel disease in German
Shepherd Dogs”. 2009.
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The League has received the following offer to members should they wish to
join HYPRO AUSTRALIA PET CARE
Hypro Pet Care was the major sponsor of the successful 'Dogs on Show' event run
on the June long weekend at the Bill Spilstead Complex for Canine Affairs, 44
Luddenham Road, Erskine Park home of Dogs NSW. Hypro launched th new
Dogpro Plus range and an on-line breeders ONLY program called "Dogpro Breeders
Program". The Dogpro Breeders Programme has been designed to provide what
breeders having been asking for a long time. Access to a quality, complete and
balanced dry dog food at reasonable prices.
Members of Dogpro's Breeders Program not only receive a welcome pack (to the
value of $l50**) which includes a personalised Platinum Breeders Card, l x Dogpro
branded shirt, access to FREE Puppy Kits valued at $l7.00*** for your new puppy
owners and a minimum of 12% discount off Dogpro Plus pet food p urchased - up to
a maximum of 36%.
In addition, in the monthly Dogs NSW magazine for July, August and September
there is a voucher for a further l0% discount that can be redeemed on-line and on top
of the 12% discount making a total of 22% off Dogpro Plus range purchsed on-line.
Hypro would like to extend the special introductory offer of waiving the $50 joining fee
to current Dogs NSW members of your club. All your members have to do is either
fax or post the signed and completed attached membership form to Hypro on 024577 0137 or P.O. Box 5758, South Windsor, NSW 2756 by the close of business
Friday 23rd July, 2010.
Your club will be remunerated for every registered Dogs NSW member of your club
that joins Dogpro Breeders Program as well as for every bag they purchase on-line.
If you or any of your members has any questions around this, don't hesitate to
contact Sean at Hypro Pet Care on 0408 626 784 or contact Hypro Pet Care Head
Office on 02 4577 0133.
Yours sincerely,
John Camilleri
Genral Manager
Hypro Pet Care
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Congratulations
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Rebecca Alverti & Estelle McDonald for their junior handler’s
placings at the 38th German Shepherd National Show and Trial.
These two GSDL girls won 2nd & 3rd places respectively in the
under 12 yrs junior showmanship competition.
These girls did a wonderful job handling their dogs and had
great fun in the ring. We look forward to watching their skills
develop!
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Congratulations to the following League members who gained
obedience and championship titles in the last few months.

‘Leisl’
An Excellent Ambassador

The following dogs achieved their titles

On Wednesday 26th May 2010 the German Shepherd world lost
an excellent ambassador with the untimely passing of Joanchell
Elizza, ‘Leisl’.

CCD:
Andacht Idol CCD, Mr G Guthrie
Ch. Durstein Captain Kirk CCD, G Connolly
Jonkahra Cherry Blossom CCD, Miss M Frost
Alncrys Yanna CCD, B McKittrick
Nordenstamm Fee CCD, Mr W White K & A Eaton
Beychief Carousel CCD, Miss N McDonald
(at just 9 1/2 months of age!)

Leisl was a daughter of Tacko von der Felsen-Grotte and Xenia
von der Natternburg, bred by Anna Mitchell in WA.
Leisl went to live with Sandra Cartwright at 16 months of age,
settling in immediately with Patchy the Jack Russell and Benny
the cat.
Leisl was a ‘social butterfly’ and so her life as an ambassador
began. She regularly visited a park in Balmain where she
happily played with any dog and greeted any person. She
attended a short training course where it was noticed that she
was excellent with other dogs, especially nervous ones.

CD:
Skyesfuhre Heeza Digger CD, Mrs G De Vries
CDX:
Jonkahra Makybe Fever CDX, Miss K Minton

Later Sandra and Leisl joined Penrith K&O Club where Leisl’s
friendly and calm nature were once again noticed. She was
quickly invited by two Instructors who also belonged to
Springwood & Dist. DTC, to join Springwood and go on their
Obedience Demonstration Team. As part of this team Leisl
performed at Pet & Animal Expos at Rosehill and Penrith, Dogs
By The Bay, and numerous other venues.

The following members achieved their Championship Titles
Ch. Durnstein Captain Kirk CCD, G Connolly
Ch. Karmay Kokoda, J Carrol
Ch. Freevale Signature Deal, M & C Morris
Ch. Sundaneka Madeisha, T Lyons

During this time Leisl won over many people, both at demos
and training, who did not like, or were frightened of GSDs.

Garry Connolly

At Penrith K&O Club Leisl was the first dog we looked for
when we had a new dog join that was fearful or fear aggressive
of other dogs. Her aura was such that other dogs just calmed
around her, and she seemed to know exactly how to behave
around them to win them over. This included small dogs that
had been chased by or attacked by large dogs.

A Call To All Prospective Obedience Instructors
OUR DOGS NEED YOU.
All you need to become an instructor is one leg of CD, or at the
very minimum their CCD title, so you must have trialed a dog.
A comprehensive course will be conducted, teaching
prospective instructors all they will be required to know.
At the end of the course you can expect to be on our current
instructor’s roster, ready to assist and encourage new and old
members on the joys of a well trained, well behaved GSD.

Handlers with dogs that were nervous in group stays (especially
if trialling), would seek Leisl out to put next to their dog to
steady it.
Many in the GSDL would not know Leisl, but those who
attended Tuesday nights at Erskine Park will not only know her,
but have seen her in action.
Leisl, you are sadly missed by your Mum, Nanna, sister Danni
& Benny the cat, and also by Yvonne (The Godmother), Will,
Taz, Lexie and Karl.

Any interested persons are asked to contact
Training Co-coordinator Garry Connolly directly on,

REST IN PEACE

Ph: 0415942405 or; hauberkgsd@gmail.com
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Obedience Judge: Mr. P. Franks (NSW)
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A boy went to his grandfather's house for a week.
On the first night at dinner he found a thick, slimy goo on his
plate, so he said to his grandfather "Grandpa is this plate
clean?"
"As clean as cold water can get them." his grandfather
answered. This went on for the rest of the week.
On the last day when the boy was leaving the dog wouldn't let
him through.
So he said "Grandpa your dog won't let me through."
His grandfather replied "Cold Water go lie down"

Canine Degenerative Myelophathy
A new Test!
By Jodie Carroll
Overview
Degenerative myelopathy initially affects the back legs and
causes muscle weakness and loss, and lack of co ordination.
These cause a staggering effect that may appear to be arthritis.
The dog may drag one or both rear paws when it walks. This
dragging can cause the nails of one foot to be worn down. The
condition may lead to extensive paralysis of the back legs. As
the disease progresses, the animal may display symptoms such
as incontinence and has considerable difficulties with both
balance and walking. If allowed to progress, the animal will
show front limb involvement and extensive muscle atrophy.
Eventually cranial nerve or respiratory muscle involvement
necessitates euthanasia.
Severity
Degenerative Myelopathy has an extreme degree of severity.
Symptoms
Progression of the disease is generally slow but highly variable.
The animal could be crippled within a few months, or may
survive up to three years.
Weakness in the hind end
Toe nail wear in the hind feet
Slow reflexes in the hind feet and legs
Trouble getting up
Loss of coordination in the hind legs
Loss of muscle mass in the hind end
Genetic Testing
Animal Network – Australia Disease and Trait Testing now
offers a test for Degenerative Myelopathy which is a simple and
non invasive test in the form of a simple mouth swab and this
can confirm if the dog is a
CARRIER, AFFECTED or CLEAR of the disease.
Obviously if breeders have knowledge of their breeding
partners DM status they can avoid mating two “Affected” dogs
together and thus minimise the incidence of the disease. DM is
now being widely screened for in German and Europe with
those dogs status being noted.
Sample kits can be obtained via Animal Network or may be
available at your vet or I can supply the kits if required to
GSDL members.

The recommended cost of each test is $95.00 however
after negotiating with Animal Network they have agreed
to offer all German Shepherd Dog League Members a
discount of 15% which makes the cost of each test at
$80.00
Once you have obtained a kit make a notation on the
form that you are a GSDL member to receive your 15%
discount and also note down your dogs tattoo number on
the form so that may be recorded.
After 14 days you will receive a Canine Genetic Test
Report giving you your dogs test result.
This discount is valid till the end of 2010 for GSDL members.

From the HD ED Registrar:
"GSDL Members are reminded that they cannot have their
HD/ ED application forms processed unless they fill in the
section "TATTOO NUMBER" on the form under any
circumstances.
If they fail to fill in this seciton their HD/ ED form will not be
processed, it is not up to the HD/ ED registrar to chase up
your tattoo number.
Also those members who do not have a tattoo number in their
dogs ear are reminded that the form cannot be processed under
"ANY" circumstances unless they make application for an
AUS number PRIOR to making application for a HD/ ED
form.
The AUS application form can be found on the GSDL
website.

Further information can be obtained on
(Free call) 1800 822 999 or

Members are reminded that these are the RULES under the
GSDC of Australia and have not been formulated by the
HD/ED Registrar who is merely adhering to those Rules"

email at askus@animalnetwork.com.au)
Website is http://www.animalnetwork.com.au

Editor – Craig Babbage

Your veterinarian is able to do the collection or an
Authorised Collection Officer. I am an Authorised
Collection officer so if anyone wishes to obtain a free kit
or have their dogs tested they can contact me on 0412
980 580 and I will assist.
Your dogs genetic results are completely secure and only
the owner is issued with the results, unless a signed
agreement or consent is provided by the owner to use the
results.
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DNA Testing Clinic at the
Spring Fair
Erskine Park, NSW
20 - 21 November, 2010

Animal Network Representative
Helen Ambler will be available at
the show to perform DNA testing:
• DNA disease & trait testing
• DNA profiling
• Parentage Verification
For bookings contact Helen on
M: 0431 550 157
E: helen.ambler@gtglabs.com

!
!

Animal Genetic & Fertility Network provides services to help
your dogs have healthier and happier lives.
For further information on DNA testing:
(freecall) 1800 822 999
askus@animalnetwork.com.au
www.animalnetwork.com.au

© Genetic Technologies Limited. ABN 17 009 212 328. 03/10 GTG 08.2411.H2
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WELFARE & RESCUE
Unfortunately, Save a Shepherd has been unable to take in any
additional dogs since mid May due to a number of issues.
Firstly Tanya is about to become a mother with her baby
daughter due mid July. Her advanced pregnancy has meant that
her activities with shepherd rescue have had to be curtailed.

Jo Tucker, for her generous donations to welfare, in particular
for the purchase of a weldmesh run which enabled John to take
in a couple of dogs in need until permanent homes could be
found.

Secondly the RSPCA have made matters difficult for the group
stipulating that rescue dogs must be kept in restrictive concrete
pens and not the larger grassy or dirt runs that they currently are
housed in.

Jo is my pound buddy and has been so giving of her time in
assisting with transport and checking dogs out at pounds etc. Jo
fostered a tattooed girl that was scheduled for euthanasia at
Blacktown Pound. This girl had an ear infection that could not
have been treated in a kennel situation.

The RSPCA deemed that as the group were rehoming dogs for a
small cost to cover expenses such as desexing, veterinary
expenses etc they fell into the same category as pet shops and
thus had to meet the same requirements.

This delightful girl now called Amity has now found a loving
home where she is an in-house dog. And sleeps on the bed of
the family’s daughter.

The work involved in transporting, housing, feeding, attending
to enquiries , processing the mandatory paperwork etc ,
checking out the pound lists every day was overwhelming
It was quite common to have seventeen dogs in care at any
time.
SAS will be regrouping. Tanya is now on maternity leave and
is working on setting up a new structure utilizing a committee
of volunteers who will be allocated individual tasks.
This will lighten the burden for Tanya and Andrew. SAS still
have about 6 rescue dogs in their care looking for homes. We
are so grateful for the work that they have done in saving the
lives of over 220 German Shepherd Dogs
In the meantime I have been networking with a number of other
rescue groups in order to save as many shepherds as possible.
We have established good working relationships with the Blue
Mountains Branch of the RSPCA, who will advise me if any
shepherds in need come in, The Animal Rights & Rescue Group
who operate in Northern NSW and were instrumental in the
rescue of two tattooed girls.
Linda Pierce of the Animal Welfare League whose assistance
has been invaluable and Pauline Bellemore who works in
conjunction with the AWL & Four Paws Rescue.
Without assistance from Linda and Pauline, the past month
would have been very bleak for a number of shepherds. With
their help and generosity many lives were saved.
We thank you so much Linda and Pauline, the world is a much
better place for having such wonderful, kind and generous
people as yourselves..

A matter of great concern is that many German Shepherd Dogs
are being euthanased by the RSPCA and Blacktown Pound as
the dogs are not deemed to fit their rehoming criteria.
I am not au fait with their testing procedures but have been
advised by a number of rescue groups that they their testing
methods leave much to be desired.
Furthermore these tests are conducted in an environment that is
very stressful for any dog.
The conditions in pounds are abhorrent and the dogs are kept in
small concrete pens for periods up to and exceeding 2 weeks.
The pens are cold and wet and beds are often not put down by
staff meaning that the only option that dogs have is to lie down
on wet concrete.
I have personally been involved with the rescue and rehoming
of two females that were to be euthanased for being unsuitable
for rehoming due to dog aggression.
One young female was surrendered at the Blue Mountains
Branch of the RSPCA and I received a call from staff advising
that she did not fit their criteria and were we able to assist as
she was a lovely dog with people.
SAS agreed to take her and she was sent to the Yagoona Branch
for desexing where she was collected by John and taken to
Yass.
Sascha was rehomed the day after she got to SAS by a couple
who had travelled from Victoria and brought their dog with
them to meet Sascha.
Sascha is living happily with her new best buddy. Sascha had
also displayed no sign of dog aggression at SAS.

My heartfelt gratitude also goes to my wonderful helpers.
John Sadler who provides transportation at as his own cost
collecting dogs from various pounds and taking them to safety
to Yass to meet up with SAS , to the Hunter Valley to Pauline
who fosters a number of shepherds at her home, to the Box Hill
Kennels for boarding and the Box Hill Vet for health checks.
John also fosters dogs at his home. Thank you so much John
and also to your understanding wife who has become a “rescue
widow”.
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Amity as she is now known was collected from Box Hill
Kennels by Jo and myself after AWL rescued her from
Blacktown Pound. We took her to the vet for heartworm testing,
vaccination and to have her ears examined as they were in poor
shape and there she mingled quite happily with other dogs. Jo
took her home where she spent over a week playing with her
two dogs, as well as spending time at the local off leash park
Another girl that was doomed as she did not fit the criteria!
I must mention the efforts off the superb volunteers at both
Blacktown and Hawkesbury Pounds who work untiringly to
make conditions at the pounds a little more bearable for dogs.
They walk the dogs, wash and groom. Them in fact Amity owes
her life to the kindness of a volunteer. The volunteer videoed
her playing with another dog, after she was advised of Amity’s
pending euthanasia. The video was then shown on dogzonline
where it came to the attention of AWL and myself. Yet this
dog was noted as being dog aggressive by the welfare officer at
the pound.
We would like to clarify that we don’t expect breeders to take
back dogs from pounds etc as there are possible health risks to
their dogs especially those breeders that have puppies and we
understand that most breeders don’t have the facilities to take
dogs back. However if a breeder is able to assist with a
contribution to the cost of transporting to safety, dogs that they
have bred, it would be appreciated.
The cost of petrol etc is paid for by our small group of
volunteers, who do this work for the love of the dogs.
Further if a breeder receives a call from someone who has
purchased a dog from them but no longer wants the dog, then
please advertise the dog on dogzonline in the mature dog
section. Currently we are only able to help those dogs that are
in urgent need.
Sadly the number of dogs on death row is never ending with
approximately 5-7 dogs per week appearing at just three Sydney
pounds, i.e. Renbury Farm, Blacktown & Hawkesbury. This
figure does not account for others at the RSPCA or regional
pounds.
The league’s committee has approved the listing of mature dogs
on our website providing that they are desexed.

Thank you to all those who have contributed to our rescue
group, it is much appreciated.
There is sadness in what we do but also much joy. The look of
happiness, the smile on the face of an abused or neglected dog
rehomed in a loving home, can bring tears to our eyes and at the
same time such happiness, and satisfaction.
Finally, we would like to share with you some ‘happy ending”
stories of the dogs that did make it out alive and that are now
enjoying a new life in loving homes.
The following dogs were all rescued and rehomed by SAS often
with assistance of the league welfare group. There are so many
stories out there, these are just a few.
CLINT
Clint is a young 12 mth old boy that Jo collected from death
row at Blacktown Pound and fostered him at home until he
went to SAS where he was quickly adopted.
Dear Tanya,
My Mum and Dad said that I’m now old enough and sort of
trained enough to have a little brother or sister.
They said that it would be much better if they were younger
than me (about 9-10 months would be perfect), and desexed at a
young age.
Dad says it has to be a pure shepherd, or pure enough like me.
They have to be very good with other dogs and people, and if
they liked cats that would be helpful – but I’m sure I could
teach them.
Mum says that they have to have a sweet personality, just like
me, and not be a bully. I get sometimes get a bit bullied by big
dogs at the doggy park because I’m a bit of a sook (even though
I weigh at least 38 kilos).
If you could keep your eye out for a playmate for me that would
be great.
Thanks Cooper.
p.s. I have attached latest photos, if you could pass them on to
my first foster mum that would be great. She needs to see how
handsome I have become!

There is currently a provision for older dogs to be listed for sale
with the proviso that they are hip and elbow x-rayed. The
rationale is that once a dog is desexed it cannot be used for
breeding thus negating the need for x-raying as it cannot affect
the status of hips or elbows of future generations. The listing is
only available to members of the GSDL for tattooed and micro
chipped dogs. A certificate of desexing must be provided with
an application.
This listing may prove useful for breeders who receive the kind
of call described above.
There is a heartbreaking side to dog breeding, the faces of the
desperate unwanted dogs that find themselves in dire straits
through no fault of their own and we as caring human beings
must not forget these unfortunates.
We owe them that. Our love, care and compassion for our dogs
should always play an important and pivotal role in our hobby
and passion. The focus should not solely be on breeding
puppies and winning at shows.
Editor – Craig Babbage
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Hetty and I were asked to go to Box Hill Kennels by Linda of
AWL, to pick up Amity (6 ½ y) to take her to the local vet to
have her vaccinated, heartworm tested and her ears cleaned.
As soon as Daniel from Box Hill Kennels bought her out of her
cage she was very excited to see us as if to say ‘you’ve come to
take me home!’ That had not crossed my mind until we got her
to Box Hill Vets when the vet told us she would need twice
daily treatment for her ears. I didn’t feel she would be happy
going back to prison and although the owners of Box Hill
Kennels are very caring, I did assume they wouldn’t have time
to care for her as they had so many dogs.
So, Amity came home with me.
We arrived home and I left her in the car with the back open but
the cage shut and went inside and got out my two shepherd
boys, Eric nearly 10 and Jethro 17mths. There was not one lip
curl or growl or hackles up.

XENA
Formerly known as Ziva, a 12 mth old pedigreed tattooed
female
A note from Xena’s new mum
Hi Andrew & Tanya, Hope everything is great & you are
finding homes for your lovelies. I have attached a photo of my
beautiful Xena. I will send you more when I transfer them off
my phone & camera.
She is very well, been to the vet for her vaccinations and is
going to training school this Saturday. She is very high spirited
and I enjoy having her with me.
We move to Mangrove Mountain in 3 weeks where she will
have a huge yard to exert her energy. Stay well & thank you
Katie & Xena”

I let her out and they all did the usual sniffing and checking out
each other’s rear ends then Amity decided she better check out
the yard and house and of course the cats (that’s another story!)
All three dogs played, ate together and slept together for a week
and not a cross word was exchanged in that time.
Amity also made herself very at home at our off leash park and
wormed her way into the hearts of all who met her, dogs and
humans.
The reason I was very careful when introducing her to my dogs
was she was deemed to be dog aggressive at Blacktown and
was scheduled to be euthanased. She was rescued from
Blacktown pound with hours to spare and she now has a forever
home with a lovely family up at Gosford.
She is allowed to sleep on the daughter’s bed, she has the run of
the house and yard and she has a fur friend next door to talk to.
I took her up to meet the family and they had made up their
minds to take her regardless. They had not met her or seen
photos but took our word that she was a lovely girl.
They went out and bought her toys, new lead, food bowl and
food and treats. So we left her there!
Because I had grown so attached to her, I had prepared myself
to shed a tear when it came to say goodbye. She had settled
herself on the daughter’s bed and had started to go to sleep.
I went in and gave her a kiss and said goodbye Calamity and
she did not lift her head from the pillow as if to say I am good
now, I am here to protect Kristie and you can go home.

(Photo of Xena)

At this point I must state that Krisitie is profoundly deaf. She
has had a cochlear implant fitted but it has not been turned on
yet.
She also works a few days a week and on this day she hadn’t
yet come home. Needless to say according to the family friend
who bought Amity as a gift for Kristie, she could not believe
her eyes when she came home to find Amity on her bed.
The pair are now inseparable.

Editor – Craig Babbage
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BEAR
7 yr old , pedigreed, tattooed male

BRAXTON

Hi Tanya & Andrew, We had a great weekend at the coast. Bear
travels well. He did manage to get his feet wet but the waves
were very scary! I got him weighed last week , he is 39 Kilos.
Attached are some photos at the beach

Braxton was a 10 mth old emaciated boy that John Sadler
collected from Wyong Pound and fostered at his place
before going to SAS.
Hey Andrew and Tanya,
Just a quick email to let you know how Braxton is going.

Jocelyn

He has settled in well and enjoying spending time with us both
and also the extended family. He loves his play time with us
with his toys and enjoys his daily walks round the
neighbourhood as well as local parks and also dog parks.
He is being socialable and socialising with other dogs and
enjoys playing with them also. He has also gained some weight
and his coat is looking better everyday.
Thank you again for saving him and allowing him to be a part
of our family i will attach some photos of him to show you how
he looks.
We will be also later on be joining the local German Shepherd
Club whom i believe are affilates of yours, for him to interact
with other German Shepherds as well as supporting the breed
and looking to make him happier in his new life with new
games such as mini fly ball and other activities.
Thank you again
Lyndon Stacey & Braxton

(Photo of Bear)

CEVA ,
12 mth old female

(Photo of Braxton)
(Photo of Ceva now Rahni)
Her mum Brigitte says “ The dog that wanted to eat this cat and
is becoming her friend”
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In early June, Jo and I were asked by the AWL to assess 3 dogs
impounded at Hawkesbury Pound and whilst there to collect a 5
year old male microchipped as Rocky.
Rocky being a microchipped dog had served his mandatory 14
days at the pound and as his owners had not collected him he
was scheduled for euthanasia. Linda of the AWL then advised
the pound that they would take him into rescue.

Rocky’s condition was so poor that the vet determined to
postpone desexing until his condition had improved. Tragically
the following day, Rocky was found to be passing a
considerable amount of blood and was rushed to the vet for
treatment.
The staff did all they could for Rocky but our beautiful boy died
the next day.

Rocky was a magnificent specimen of the breed, a strikingly
coloured red and black dog .and we could not believe that such
a gorgeous dog with a beautiful nature to match would be
abandoned at the pound.

Rocky did not die alone in the small wet concrete pen at the
pound where all he saw for 14 days were 4 high brick walls, to
the back, left, right and front. but died in a place that was warm
and where at least someone cared.

We were even more excited when we saw the remains of a
tattoo in his ear .

Unfortunately the tattoo in Rocky’s ear was so badly faded that
it could not be read. What we can say for certain is that Rocky
was not loved , fed or cared for in the last years of his short life.
The question is was he ever loved or cared for.

The tattoo was difficult to read and as Rocky’s ears were sore
and infected we did not want to cause him any discomfort.
Rocky was to be desexed later that week so it was thought best
to give his ears a good clean whilst he was under anaesthetic
and then try to read the tattoo.
To our horror we discovered that underneath his beautiful coat,
Rocky was just skin and bone.
We delivered Rocky to the Box Hill kennels where he was to be
boarded until he had been desexed and had served his
quarantine period.

We would dearly love to know where Rocky came from and
something about his past.
Can anyone help us? Rocky was born on 23rd December,
2004, his microchip no was 985120022443904 and he was
found in the Londonderry area.
RIP our beautiful boy , life was not kind to you and you were
so deserving of love.
The tragedy was that you were so very close to finding that
special person who would have loved you unconditionally.
VALE Rocky , the time we spent together was so short but
we will never forget you
Hetty & Jo
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Golden Jubilee Edition
A Condensed History of the German Shepherd Dog in Australia
(Due for publication late 2010)

ORDER FORM for EXTRA COPIES
To celebrate the German Shepherd Dog Council of Australia Inc.’s 50th Birthday, a complete revision and update of the original 1990
Historical Edition is being prepared for publication in October/November 2010.
Approximately 500 pages in size and containing thousands of GSD photographs from all eras, mostly in colour, this publication charts
the history of the GSD in Australia from before the formation of the Council in 1960, through the lifting of the infamous 43 year GSD
import ban in 1972 for a trial period of one year, then permanently in 1974. This book also contains a series of captivating articles,
historic records and other fascinating information to make a truly great read, as well as providing an unsurpassed, invaluable, permanent
reference source.

A must for your GSD Library
A$
I require ………… copies of the soft cover edition @ A$75

……………..

plus A$15.00 P&H each (Australia only)

……………..

I require ………… copies of the deluxe leather bound edition @ A$175 (includes P&H Australia only)

……………..

(Note: P&H PER ITEM for all soft & deluxe orders outside Australia as follows:
NZ A$35, Asia/Pacific A$45, all other countries A$65)

……………..

PAYMENT ATTACHED :- Cheque/Money Order enclosed
OR
Credit Card – Visa/Mastercard (please circle)

A$

(Payments by credit card incur a 5% surcharge on total value of order.)

5% Surcharge

……………..

Cardholders Name: ……………………………….
Card No: …………………………………………..
Expiry Date: ……………………………………….
Signature: …………………………………………

Total Credit Card Payment A$

DELIVERY ADDRESS & CONTACT DETAILS:
Name: Dr/ Mr / Mrs / Ms / Miss ………………………………………………........................................................................................
Address:……………………………………………………………………………………………...............................................................
…………………………………………… State……............ Postcode ………....... Country ….....…………........................................
Phone: (……..)……………………………… Mobile: ………………….……………………………….
Email: …………….…………………….…………………………………………………………………..

Please forward your completed
Order Form and Payment (incl P&H costs) to:

Golden Jubilee Editor
PO Box 2393
Mt Waverley Vic 3149

Order Form also available on GSDCA website www.gsdcouncilaustralia.org
WE EAGERLY AWAIT YOUR ORDER

$50 AD WITH 1 SMALL PHOTO (1/5TH OF A PAGE IN SIZE)
(SEE .PDF EXAMPLE)
KENNEL NAME ………………………… STATE: ………….
YEAR COMMENCED: Year only ………..

YEAR CEASED: Year only ……………..

KENNEL ACHIEVEMENTS: (30 WORDS ONLY) Any of the following to a total of 30 words:
Examples: Hip and elbow achievements (Gold, Silver or Bronze medallions), Numbers of Breed
Surveyed dogs, No of Excellent graded dogs, No of Best in Show winners, No of Champions or
Gd Champions etc, No of Best in Trial Winners, No of Winner of Winner awards, No of
obedience titles achieved, herding titles etc., or any other relevant titles or achievements. OR any
other suitable wording to 30 words.
………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………
To get the best value for money here is an example: 30 A & Z stamps, Silver Medal for hips,
15 Breed Surveyed dogs, 15 Excellent gradings, 15 BIS winners, 5 CD titles, 5 Winner of
Winners, 3 herding titles, 3 National medals (30 words) (use figures and abbreviations)
BEST DOGS BRED BY KENNEL: Name of no more than 3 dogs registered under the Kennel

Prefix above.
………………………………………………………………………………………………
FAVOURITE DOG/BITCH IN OUR KENNEL: Name & photo of a favourite dog owned by the
kennel. (does not have to be bred by the kennel, just owned by the kennel).

………………………………………………………………………………………………
WHAT COLOURS WOULD YOU LIKE IN YOUR AD: Example: Red and blue (a light colour for a
background is preferable)
State what colours?:

…………………………………………………………..

OWNERS NAME & EMAIL/PHONE NO.....................................................................................

PHOTO:

Must be provided in .jpeg format saved as high resolution, (scanned at 300 dpi). Do not
load photo into a word document, send as a separate .jpeg file with copy in MSWord or text
program.
Send application for ad to: James Rodger, PO Box 2393, Mount Waverley Vic 3149 or email
jwh.rodger@gmail.com

TEMPLATE FOR $50 DOG ADVERTISEMENT

Owners Name:
State:
Dog’s full name:
Dog’s date of Birth:
Dog’s achievements: (to 30 words only)
Owners contact details (if require).
Photo of dog and full name of dog in photo:
What colours do you want in the ad: Please note a light colour and a dark colour is
preferable.
Please supply a separate .jpeg photo in high resolution for the advert.

Contact: James Rodger, jwh.rodger@gmail.com

GSDL Demonstration Team Report June 2010.

From RSPCA Million Paws Walk

On Saturday 12th June our team did three displays at the Dogs
NSW event held at the Erskine Park grounds. We were located
on the GSDL area on the southern end of the complex behind
the club house with the GSDL information stall located on the
northern side of the club house.
The location was very convenient because we were close to the
facilities, had easy access to parking and plenty of space to
walk our dogs and relax. It also afforded the opportunity to
share food & fun and talk with members of the Committee and
to see what a fantastic job they did in decorating the stall and
promoting our German Shepherd breed.
However, because we were located away from the main events
areas, the numbers of people who watched the displays were
limited but still enthusiastic and thoroughly entertained.
During each display, two children from the audience were
invited into the arena to provide markers for the ‘Figure of
Eight’ heeling. One of the young girls overcame her fear of
German Shepherds when she volunteered to participate in the
last display.
Her mother took many photographs of her standing between
Tuesday and Boof during and after the display as testament to
her courage and afterwards she spent time patting and feeding
them. Lilly was very proud of herself, absolutely comfortable
with our dogs and her mother was extremely grateful for this
opportunity. And we now have one more little girl who loves
German Shepherds!
Fifteen members of the team provided three fabulous displays
and lots of fun and laughter for the audience: Axum & Rachel,
Boof & Annette, Darius & Julie, Jackson & Elaine, Jaz & Irene,
Max & Erin, Tuesday & Tim. Special congratulations to
Jackson & Elaine who performed brilliantly during their first
demo experience.
Tracey provided excellent commentary during the displays,
showing her wealth of experience and knowledge, her sense of
fun and wicked sense of humour.
A special thank you to family and friends who supported the
team, to our family members and friends who helped with the
equipment and throughout the day and to the Committee for
their support and assistance.

Team Update
1. We are looking forward to welcoming at least two
new members to our team when we recommence fortnightly
practice on 4th July.
2. We have no scheduled displays until August.

Annette Whiley
28 June 2010
Boof waiting to be called in Recall

Boof over the jump

Crossover weave

Max on A Frame

Axum

Darius

Figure 8 with children from the audience

Tuesday returns to Tim in the Recall
Step Over in Drop Position

The Wheel

GSDL of NSW Inc Championship Show & Obedience Trial, 3 & 4 April, 2010
JUDGE: MARGIT VAN DORSSEN SV GMY
BABY DOG - GRADED 1-2 VERY PROMISING 3-4 PROMISING
1
ANDACHT RAZ N HELL (Cayos/Andacht Super Fortress)
2
SUNHAZE URIE (Cayos/Sunhaze Electric
3
ANDACHT WHAT ABOUT ME (Andacht I Am Legend/Andacht Quina)
4
RAENNIK EKO (Alpinbase Karlo/Raennik Bindi)
MINOR DOG - GRADED 1-2 VERY PROMISING
1
ZANDRAC BOY FROM THE BUSH (Kwint/Vecia Van Noort)
2
NARATHOR JAZZ BEAT (Glenbala Wild Grade Finale/Bhuachaille Jazz
Leader)
PUPPY DOG -GRADED 1-5 VERY PROMISING 6-7 PROMISING
1
VLADIMIR ENVY THIS (Toohot Tohandle/Vladimir Anarchy)
2
FREEVALE ON THE PROWL (Cayos/Freevale Love Me Crazy)
3
FREEVALE GOTCHA GOOD (Kwint/Freevale Envious Eyes)
4
TREUSCHUTZER KICK THE TIN (Kicatinalong/Drepesh Stars Do Shine)
5
SUNDANEKA TROY (Ace of Hearts/Sundaneka Bonnie Belle)
6
AMBERG WAKDO (Diego/Amberg Irish Eyes)
7
INCAVALE CALYPSO FLAME (Fire Stom/Iccara Jamaican Cream)
JUNIOR DOG - GRADED 1-3 VERY GOOD
1
ASTASIA ELI AZ
Mike Overingerland/Asasia Ashanti
Double Pl upper left - large medium strong very good pigmentation dark eyes correct ears dry
and firm high withers correct top and underline correct length and lay of the croup stands
correct in front very good angulation front and rear a little steep in pasterns Very good
movement absolutely dry and firm keeps withers in pronounced position during movement
2
CH.NIQUISTAR ORSOM MAJOR AZ
Cayos Noriswand/Amselpils Anika
Large strong substantial powerful very good expression very good pigmentation high withers
good top and very good underline good angulation front very good rear a little deep in chest, a
little too heavy stands correct in front dark eyes correct ears moves correct coming and going.
Powerful movement
3
STEINHUEGEL BILLY THE KID
Willmaurs Cockney Bill/Astasia Gemini
Above medium size sable medium strength should have more male stamp high short withers
straight back croup should be longer upper arm is steep good hind angulation pasterns
should be firmer normal developed forechest short underchest stands almost correct in front
slightly wide coming and going. Powerful movement back ligaments are not completely firm.
INTERMEDIATE DOG - GRADED 1-12 VERY GOOD
1
*ASTASIA BOEING AZ
Gollo Leinder Land/Asasia Pasha
Standing on the upper limit of size - strong pigmentation, medium strong very good
proportions expressive head high withers correct top and underline croup is a little steep
correct angulations pasterns should be firmer stands perfect in front dark eyes correct ears
correct going slightly tight coming. Powerful movement very good firmness powerful
hindquarter thrust good front reach very good balance.
2
VLADIMIR CHICKA WAH WAH
Uras Trafalga/Vladimir Olymp Brook
Large medium strong full of substance dark sable with excellent expression and excellent
construction of the head dark eyes correct ears high withers good top and underline slightly
steep croup good front angulation very good rear angulation balanced chest proportions
stands correct in front, correct coming and going. Powerful movement.

3

LEISHJACLYN NAVAL DANCER AZ
Cayos Noriswand/Nujaclyn Go Go Dancer
Large medium strong powerful very good pigmentation with full black saddle very good head
dark eyes and correct ears high withers good top and underline slightly short croup correct
length and lay of the upper arm correct angulation of the hindquarter balanced chest
proportions stands correct in front correct coming and going. Fluent movement good balance
powerful hind thrust free forward reach
4
*AMSTINE DAKA AZ
Kwint Juerikstall/Kantenna Liz Hurley
Double Pl upper right - large medium strong good proportions good expression pronounced
stop high wither correct top and underline good length and lay of the croup good angulation
front and very good rear stands correct in front almost correct coming and going. Powerful
movement very good balance dry and firm keeps the withers high in fast movement.
5
TANNALANE CHAMOIS AZ
Cayos Noriswand/Tannalane Brandy Queen
Large medium strong good proportions good expression high withers good top and underline
good length and lay of the croup very good angulations front and rear balanced chest
proportions stands correct in front dark eyes correct ears almost correct coming and going.
Fluent movement good firmness.
6
SIOBAHN KENTUCKY AZ
Diego Hasseltal/Siobahn Panache
Double Pl upper left - standing on the upper limit of size - strong pigmentation good
expression good proportions high withers good top and underline croup should be longer very
good angulations balanced chest proportions stands correct in front correct coming close
going. Fluent movement with very good firmness.
7
*DJUEN ROCK MACHINE AZ
Orrinshor Elton John/Iccara Vegus Showoff
Close scissor bite - very large medium strong substantial very masculine excellently
constructed head good proportions high withers good top and underline slightly steep croup
good angulations front very good rear balanced chest proportions dark eyes correct ears
stands correct in front elbows not closed yet. Powerful movement good balance.
8
*AMBALA TOBLARONE AZ
Cayos Noriswand/Ambala All That Jazz
Over medium size medium strong very good expression high withers straight back slightly
short croup upper arm could be a little more inclined correct hind angulation good top and
underline pasterns are a little steep stands correct in front dark eyes correct ears straight
coming and going. Powerful movement back ligaments are not completely firm yet.
9.
ANDACHT CAYO NORIS AZ
Cayos Noriswand/Andacht Olivia
Large medium strong good pigmentation good expression should have more substance high
withers good top and underline short croup upper arm should be more inclined hind
angulation correct stands almost correct in front almost correct coming and going. Fluent
movement front reach should be free-er
l0
KHAYEM ERASMUS AZ
Andacht Don Pedro/Freevale Play For Keeps
Very large medium strong substantial good pigmentation good expression dark eyes correct
ears high withers good top and underline slightly short croup upper arm should be more
inclined very good hind angulation stands correct in front correct going elbows not completely
firm yet . Very good movement reach should be free-er and the hind thrust more effective.
ll
*NARATHOR JAZZ DRUMMER AZ
Cayos Noriswand/Bhuachaille Jazz Leader
Large substantial good bone good proportions high wither good top and underline
croup should be longer good angulation front very good rear pasterns should be more firm
balanced chest proportions stands almost correct elbows are not completely firm slightly
curled hair at the croup. Fluent movement good balance hind thrust should be more powerful.
12.
STEINHUEGEL ANZAC AZ
Sannjesa Crusty Demon/Uhlmsdorf Zodiac Flyer
Double Pl upper left - large medium strong substantial good pigment very good constructed
head slightly light eyes correct ears high withers straight back croup should be longer but
positioned well normal forechest slightly short underchest stands correct, correct coming and
going. Powerful movement hind thrust should be more effective back ligaments should be
firmer.

OPEN DOG - 1-10 GRADED EXCELLENT
1
*FREMONT TOOHOT TOHANDLE AZ
Nujaclyn Latin Dancer/Fremont Quest To Win
Close scissor bite - large medium strong substantial good pigmentation very good expression
excellent proportions high withers good length of upper arm should be more inclined correct
length and lay of the croup very good hind angulation pasterns should be more firm balanced
chest proportions dark eyes correct ears stands almost correct in front long toes correct going
elbows not yet closed. Powerful movement with excellent hind thrust and very good front
reach.
2
*KWINT V JUERIKSTALL (NDL)aZ
Levis diFassombrone/Perry Arjakjo
Medium size medium strong full of substance good pigmentation very good expression dark
eyes correct ears high withers correct top and underline croup of very good position could be
slightly longer very good angulations front and rear pasterns should be slightly firmer stands
correct coming and going correct. Powerful movement with good firmness.
3
*SCHNEEBERG FIRE STORM AZ
Scheer Jose Cuervo/Schneeberg Pure Charm
Double Pl upper right - over medium size sable of excellent pigment excellent expression high
withers harmonious tip and underline slightly steep croup good angulations front very good
rear balanced chest proportions correct in front dark eyes correct ears hocks are not
completely firm elbows not yet closed. Powerful movement very good balance dry and firm.
4
*DELLAHUND PARTY PRIZE AZ
Dellahund DesertDrier/Dellahund High N Posh
Large medium strong substantial stretched excellent pigment excellent expression high
withers very good top and underline slightly short croup good angulations front and rear very
good balanced chest proportions stands correct dark eye correct ears correct coming and
going. Fluent movement very good firmness excellent front reach hind thrust should be more
powerful.
5
*DELLAHUND KIC ATINALONG AZ
Uas Trafalga/Dellahund Unique Harmony
Over medium size rich pigmentation excellent expression dark eye correct ears high wither
firm back correct length and lay of croup good angulation front and very good rear balanced
chest proportions stands perfect in front correct coming and going. Fluent movement very
good firmness good balance.
6
*DURNSTEIN CAPTAIN KIRK AZ
Cayos Noriswand/Durnstein Zensaiton
Over medium size medium strong very good pigment very good expression absolutely dry
and firm high withers firm back croup should be longer good angulation front very good rear
balanced chest proportions dark eyes correct ears stands almost correct in front coming and
going slightly tight. Fluent movement hind thrust should be more powerful good balance.
7
*SUNHAZE OUTRGIOUS AZ
Cayos Noriswand/Sunhaze Lyca
Large medium strong good proportions good expression high withers correct top and
underline slightly steep croup good angulation front and rear balanced chest proportions
stands correct correct ears coming and going slightly tight. Very good movement good
balance good firmness.
8
*ANDACHT I AM LEGEND AZ
Cayos Noriswand/Turnberry Super Impose
Very large medium strong substantial slightly stretched good expression good pigment high
withers good top and underline slightly short croup good angulation front and very good rear
head should be in better proportions to the body good forechest slightly short undechest
stands correct ears correct coming and going correct. Powerful movement good balance.
9
*SUNDANEKA GALACTIC LAD AZ
Orpheus Krauterwiese/Sundaneka Taneya
Very large masculine good proportions high withers croup should be longer good angulation
front very good rear good forechest stands correct dark eyes correct ears correct coming and
going. Fluent movement the hind thrust should be more powerful good firmness.
10
*GLENBALA WILD GRAND FINALE AZ
Fanto Tam Fiemereck/Glenbala Wild Witch
Very large sustantial high withers correct top and underline croup should be longer good
angulations very good ear placement balanced chest proportions strong bone stands correct
wide coming and going. Fluent movement with very good position of the withers hind thrust
should be more effective and ears should be firmer.

CHALLENGE DOG

*FREMONT TOOHOT TOHANDLE AZ

RESERVE DOG

*KWINT V JUERIKSTALL (NDL) aZ

BABY PUPPY BITCH - GRADED 1-14 VERY PROMISING 15-17 PROMISING
1
KANTENNA MASQUERADE (Kantenna Hunter/Djenuen Thingummyjig
2
SUNHAZE BROWN SUGAR (Cayos/Sunhaze Electric)
3
ANDACHT PICCADILLY LILLY (Cayos/Andacht Super Fortress)
4
BEMBOKA INNER STAR (Schneeberg Fire Storm/Bemboka Evening Star)
5
SUNHAZE INDIGO (Cayos/Sunhaze Infinity)
6
KHAYEM GUINAN (Cayos/Lilli Trompetersprung)
7
ANDACHT MEMPHIS BELLE (Cayos/Andacht Super Fortress)
8
SUNHAZE INDYNC (Cayos/Sunhaze Intense)
9
ASTASIA LACE (Gollo/Astasia Holly)
l0
COSSAVANE JJORGA (Uras/Cossavane Bedazzled
l1
ANNALANE BEWITCHED (Cayos/Tannalane Obsession)
12
BERNLOCH BLAME IT ON RIO (Kelinpark Quasar/Andacht Alicia)
13
SUNDANEKA XASKA (Ace of Hearts/Sundaneka Calypso Queen)
14
SUNDANEKA WHITE SATIN (Phillip Neuen Hauffstrasse/Sundake Tulua)
15
KUIRAU WILD ROSE (Rico Kleinen Birke/Juirau Jubilation)
16
ICCARA SECRET KISS (Iccara Yell For Glory/Iccara Longkiss Goodnite)
17
KHANIQUE TALIA (Yacko Holtkamper See/Khanique Magical Miss)
MINOR PUPPY BITCH - GRADED 1-9 VERY PROMISING 10-12 PROMISING
13 LESS PROMISING
1
DURNSTEIN DIRTY DANCING (Schneeberg Fire Storm/ Durnstein Zensation)
2
KARMAY KASEY (Cayos/Aldaina Unna)
3
ZANDRAC FREEDOM ROAD (Kwint/Vecia Van Noort)
4
BEYCHIEF CAROUSEL (Dellahund Kicatinalong/Vonpeta Dip Stick)
5
FREEVALE SECRET GIRLS STUFF (Sweet Lachlan/Jolly Themodos)
6
DURNSTEIN DIVINE MISS (Fire Storm/Durnstein Zansation)
7
BEYCHIEF HOOPLA (Dellahund Kicatinalong/Vonpeta Dip Stick)
8
ASTASIA JADE (Toohot Tohandle/Astasia Dee)
9
INCAVALE SANCHICA (Andacht Don Pedro/Conkasha Zeida)
l0
ELBASCO FIREBIRD (Cayos/Rufstone Ruby Jane)
l1
ASTASIA JEDDA (Fremont Toohot Tohandle/Astasia Dee)
12
ASTERHUND ISADORABLE (Uras Trafalga/TonakerBianca Bell)
13
UHLMSDORF FERGIE (Cayos/Uhlmsdorf Chelsea)
PUPPY BITCH - GRADED 1-9 VERY PROMIISING 10-11 PROMISING
1
YUKISAN SAMAYE (Aimsway Aramis/Yukisan Ukia)
2
FEEVALE STATE OF THE ART (Sweet Lachlan/Eigenschaft Regal Flame)
3
BERNLOCH AURORA (Kuirau Lincholn/Aimsway Bow Peep)
4
TREUSCHUTZER SHOOTIN STARS (Kicatinalong/Drepesh Stars Do Shine)
5
VLADIMIR ENVY IS A SIN
(Toohot Tohandle//Vladimir Anarchy)
6
SUNDANEKA TALLULAH (Ace of Hearts/Sundaneka Bonnie Belle)
7
FREEVAKE STATE IF THE HEART (as 2)
8
STEINHUEGEL DIANA (Uhlmsdor Xtremecommanda/Astasia Vicki)
9
FREEVALE ON CLOUD NINE (Cayos/Freevale Love Me Crazy)
10
VLADIMIR ENVS ARNT U (as 5)
11
LEISHJACLYN UFO DANCER (Leishjaclyn Zpartacus/Nujac.Jungle Dancer)
JUNIOR BITCH - GRADED 1-17 VERY GOOD
1
SUNDANEKA SCANDALOUS
Phillip ad Neun Hauffstrassse/Sundaneka French Kiss
Over medium size medium strong balanced harmonious proportions very good pigment very
good expression high withers harmonious top and underline slightly steep croup good
angulation front very good rear dark eyes correct positioned ears stands almost correct in
front almost correct coming and going. Powerful movement with good firmness and very
good balance.

2

SUNHAZE TWISTIE
Cayos Noriswand/Sunhaze Anique
Large strong with very good expression dark eyes correct ears correct in front high withers
correct top and underline good angulations front very good rear correct croup slightly tight
coming correct going. Powerful movement good firmness very good balance
3
SUNDANEKA SAFARI QUEEN
Phillip ad Neun Hauffstrasse/Sundaneka French Kiss
Large medium strong correct proportions very good pigment very good expression high
withers correct top and underline slightly steep croup of sufficient length correct angulations
correct chest proportions stands correct coming and going correct. Powerful movement good
firmness
4
SENMORA CLASSIC DESTINY AZ
Dellahund Kic Atinalong/Volscain Quella
Over medium size medium strong very good pigment very good expression high withers
harmonious top and underline good length and lay of the croup good angulations front very
good rear balanced chest proportions dark eyes slightly east west in front close going correct
coming. Powerful movement good firmness hindquarter thrust should be slightly more
effective.
5
ASTASIA CINNAMON AZ
Cayos Noriswand/Astasia Grayce
Upper left P2 broken below the gumline Tooth Certificate provided - large medium strong
good proportions good expression high wither straight back good length and lay of croup
correct angulations front and rear balanced chest proportions dark eyes correct ears slightly
east west position in front almost correct coming and going Powerful movement and very
good balance good firmness.
6
ALJUDAN BREEZE N BRAZEN AZ
Aimsway Bacchus/Aljudan Cracklin Rosie
Large medium strong high withers good top and underline slightly steep croup upper arm
should be more inclined very good hind angulation balanced chest proportions stands correct
in front correct going elbows should be more closed correct coming. Very harmonious
powerful movement with good firmness and very good position of the withers in fast
movement.
7
KELINPLARK VIOLET KRUMBLE
Cayos Noriswand/Kelinpark Jaffa
Medium size medium strong good proportions high withers correct top and underline croup
should be longer correct angulations front and rear the stop should be more pronounced
slightly light eyes stands almost correct in front going and coming tight. In movement good
firmness powerful hind thrust good front reach.
8
CONKASHA DAKOTA STAR AZ
Lashadas Xcellento/Conkasha Sharlette
Over medium size medium strong very good head and expression dark eyes correct position
of ears slight flat withers croup is steep and sufficient length upper arm should be more
inclined hindquarters very good short underchest slightly east west in front correct going
slightly close coming. Powerful movement good balance and firmness.
9
GLENBALA AMBITIOUS WITCH
Aimsway Abacus/Glenbala Witchs Enhance
Over medium size medium strong slightly stretched high withers straight back slightly short
croup good angulations in front and rear slightly short underchest correct ears dark eyes
stands correct correct coming and going Fluent movement with good firmness the withers
remain high in movement.
l0
UHLMSDORF ELLIE MAC AZ
Cayos Noriswand/Uhlmsdorf Tuscan Tango
Over medium size strong a little deep in chest very good constructed head slight light eyes
high withers correct length and lay of croup very good angulations front and rear correct
coming and going. In movement she is pulling too much and back ligaments should be firmer
hindquarter thrust should be more effective.
11
NICQUISTAR OPIUM AZ
Cayos Noriswand/Amstelpils Anika
Very large good expression slightly stretched high wither short croup high set tail correct
angulations stands perfect in front coming tight going correct. Powerful movement good
balance

12

AMBERG TIGER LILLY
Diego Hasseltal/Amberg Java
Over medium size medium strong strong pigment slightly stretched high withers croup should
be longer and better positioned upper arm could be better angled good hind angulation
correct positioned ears slightly light eyes could stand more correct in front coming and going
is tight. Fluent movement good firmness front reach should be free-er.
13
STEINHUEGEL BILLIE JO
Willmaurs Cockney Bill/Astasia Gemini
Large sufficient strength slightly roached back croup should be longer upper arm should be
better closed hind angulation is deep stands wide in front long toes elbows are not closed.
Movement is fluent firm back she should show more self confidence.
14
DELLAHUND UNDER WRAPS
Yacko Holtkamper See/Dellahund Kic N Katch
Very large very good pigment very good expression dark eyes correct ears stands a little tight
in front high withers correct top and underline good length and lay of the croup good
angulations elbows should be closer. In movement the withers are flat hindquarter thrust
should be more powerful.
15
JAKNESS JUSTA SPARK
Aimsway Stone Cold/Eigenschaft Txas Cat
Medium size medium strength high withers high set tail croup should be longer upper arm
should be more inclined correct hind angulation stands correct in front dark eyes correct
position of ears almost correct coming and going. Fluent movement very good firmness.
16
NICQUISTAR OCTAVIA
Cayos Noriswand/Amstelpels Anika
Over medium size medium strong good proportions high withers harmonious top and
underline slightly steep croup with good length correct angulations stands correct in front
correct ears hocks should be firmer correct coming. Powerful movement but the withers
should remain higher.
17
REJE BELLA
Komlohof Balbos/Veeay Rogue
Scissor bite not quite correct aligned - over medium size medium strong high withers straight
back croup should be slightly longer upper arm should be more inclined correct hind
angulation steep pasterns stands correct dark eyes correct ears elbows should be more
closed correct coming. Fluent movement not completely firm back in movement front reach
should be free-er hind thrust should be more effective.
INTERMEDIATE BITCH - GRADED 1-20 VERY GOOD
1
*NARATHOR JAZZCINTA AZ
Cayos Noriswand/Bhuachaille Jazz Leader
Over medium size harmoniously constructed correct proportions very good expression high
withers correct top and underline slightly steep croup of good length very good angulations
balanced chest proportions stands correct in front correct coming and going. Powerful
movement very good balance.
2
*ALDAINA BRONACK AZ
Ambala Caprio/Aldaina Bijanka
Large medium strong very good pigment very good expression dark eyes correct ears high
withers harmonious top and underline correct length and lay of croup good angulation front
very good rear balanced chest proportions stands correct in front correct coming and going
harmonious movement well balanced dry and firm with correct transmission of the power
through the back.
3
ANDACHT ZINDI AZ
Andacht Don Pedro/Andacht Zuzi
Over medium size medium strong very strong pigment good expression high wither good top
and underline correct length and lay of croup correct angulations front and rear balanced
chest proportions stands correct correct ears hocks should be firmer correct coming. Fluent
movement with powerful hind thrust front reach should be free-er.
4
AMBALA CANDY AZ
Cayos Noriswand/Ambala All That Jazz
Over medium size medium strong good proportions very good expression high withers good
top and underline slightly steep croup of good length correct angulations front and rear
balanced chest proportions dark eyes correct ears stands absolutely correct in front correct
coming and going. Fluent movement with good firmness and balance.

5

*SENMORA ALL ABOUT MAGIC AZ
Dellahund Desert Driver/Conkasha Wicked Princess
Large medium strong slightly stretched high withers harmonious top and underline good
length and lay of the croup very good expression correct ears dark eyes slightly east west in
front very good angulations front and rear. Powerful movement back ligaments are not
completely firm.
6
KUIRAU TAKEIRA AZ
Kwint Juerikstall/Kuirau Jubilation
Medium size good proportions good expression high withers good top and underline good
position of croup which is slightly short good angulations front very good rear balanced chest
proportions stands correct dark eyes correct ears almost correct coming and going. Fluent
movement back ligaments are not quite firm.
7
AMSTINE DON'T TELL AZ
Kwint Juerkstall/Kantenna Liz Hurley
Double Pl upper left - large medium strong good pigment very good expression excellent
attractive head dark eyes correct positioned ears high withers the croup should be longer
upper arm should be more inclined very good hind angulation balanced chest proportions
stands almost correct coming and going correct. Very good movement with powerful hind
thrust good front reach.
8
*ASTASIA VENUS AZ
Gollo Leinde Land/Astasia Ashanti
Large medium strong harmoniously constructed good expression high withers very good
overline good length and lay of the croup very good angulations front and rear stands
absolutely correct in front correct ears dark eyes coming and going a little tight elbows yet to
firm. Powerful movement very good firmness.
9
ZENTAGO BACK IN STEP AZ
Kwint Juerikstall/Eigenshact Mystic Step
Double Pl upper left - very large medium strong very good pigment very good expression dark
eyes correct ears high withers harmonious top and underline croup should be slightly longer
upper arm should be more inclined absolutely correct at rear stands almost correct in front
correct going elbows not yet firm. Powerful movement good firmness.
10
SUNDANEKA QUEEN OF HEARTS
Lashadas Ace Of Hearts/Sundaneka Calypso Queen
Bite not quite completely aligned - almost medium size good pigmentation good proportions
good expression high withers good top and underline slightly steep croup good length good
fore angulations very good rear balanced chest proportions stands correct in front dark eyes
correct ears slightly cow hocked going correct coming. Fluent movement with good firmness
in fast movement ears should remain firmer.
11
*SUNDANEKA MYSTIQUE AZ
Sannjesa Crusty Demon/Sundaneka Burmuda Rose
Almost medium size strong slightly stretched high withers correct top and underline good
length and lay of croup good angulations front pronounced angulations rear balanced chest
proportions stands correct dark eyes correct masking hocks should be firmer elbows not
completely firm. Powerful movement.
12
SUNHAZE LATTE AZ
Cayos Noriswand/Sunhaze Giselle
Large medium strong good proportions high withers correct top and underline slightly short
croup very good angulations balanced chest proportions stands almost correct in front tight
going coming almost correct. Harmonious movement front reach should be freee-er.
13
UHLMSDORF DIXIE CHICK AZ
Cayos Noriswand/Uhlmsdorf Vanilla
Over medium size medium strong slightly stretched high withers good overline slightly steep
croup of sufficient length upper arm is steep hindquarter angulation is pronounced normal
developed forechest slightly short underchest stands correct going correct elbows not quite
firm. Fluent movement with good firmness.
14
*SUNDANEKA OKINA AZ
Cayos Noriswand/Sundaneka Xanadu
Large medium strong slightly stretched high withers very good top and underline croup should
be longer upper arm is steep very good hind angulation balanced chest proportions stands
almost correct almost correct coming and going. Balanced movement with good firmness.

15

*FREEVALE TICKLED PINK AZ
Cayos Noriswand/Freevale Crazy For Love
Large strong powerful slightly stretched bitch good expression high withers good top and
underline good croup upper arm should be longer and more inclined very good hindquarter
angulation balanced chest proportions dark eyes ears are slightly tight stands almost correct
coming and going tight. Powerful movement back ligaments are not firm in fast movement
she flattens the withers.
16
ARKKU DESIGNER LABEL AZ
Glenbala Wild Grand Finale/Wiesa Ersten Platz
Large medium strong good expression high withers good topline croup should be longer good
angulation front very good rear good developed forechest slightly short underchest stands
almost correct hocks should be firmer elbows loose. Powerful movement.
17
CAROBRIA RASCAL AZ
Aimsway Abacus/Durnstein Xquisite
Large medium strong well constructed head high withers good topline slightly steep croup
good angulations front very good rear normal developed forechest slightly short underchest
stands correct dark eyes correct ears going correct elbows are not closed. Fluent movement
wither is flat in fast movement hind thrust should be more powerful.
18
FREESTIEN PRUSSION ROULETTE
Mike Estherlager/Otana Gad Boll
Large medium strong should have more colour on the saddle high withers short croup upper
arm should be more inclined good angulations rear balanced chest proportions stands slightly
incorrect in front correct coming and going. Fluent movement back ligaments are not firm.
19
*STEVIEJOSH STAR DELRE AZ
Kwint Juerikstall/Vanharley Veruschka
Large medium strong slightly stretched very good expression high withers correct top and
underline short croup good angulations balanced chest proportions slightly east west in front
elbows yet to firm correct going. Fluent movement hind thrust should be more pronounced.
20
INCAVALE MARGUERITE
Conkasha Whiskey/Aldaina Inca
Large medium strong good pigment very good expression flat withers straight back slightly
steep croup of good length good angulations front very good rear balanced chest proportions
dark eyes correct ears stands almost correct in front correct going elbows are not closed. In
fast movement the withers are flat hind thrust should be more pronounced.
OPEN BITCH - GRADED 1-16 EXCELLENT 17- VERY GOOD
1
*ASTASIA KARTCHA AZ
Cayos Noriswand/Astasia Pasha
Large powerful very good expression correct proportions high withers good top and underline
good croup upper arm very well positioned should be slightly longer correct angulations rear
balanced chest proportions stands correct coming and going correct. Powerful movement
very good balance effective hind thrust very good front reach
2
*KANTENNA HUSTA LAVISTA AZ
Kwint Juerikstall/Kantenna Nutmeg
Upper left and right Double Pl - large medium strong stretched very good pigment very good
expression high withers very harmonious top and underline correct length and lay of the croup
correct angulations front and pronounced rear angulation pasterns should be slightly more
firm stands correct dark eyes correct ears correct coming and going. Powerful movement
with pronounced hind thrust and good front reach good firmness.
3
*ANDACHT SUPER FORTRESS AZ
Unox Aducht/Andacht Spearitt
Large medium strong very good expression normal wither slightly short croup good
angulations front and rear good chest proportions stands correct dark eyes correct ears
almost correct coming and going Very good movement good firmness.
4
*VLADIMIR ANARCHY AZ
Unhaus Storm Strike/Vladimir Olymp Brook
Large powerful very good expression high withers firm back good lay of the croup which
should be longer very good angulations front and rear good top and underline balanced chest
proportions stands correct dark eyes correct ears correct coming and going. Powerful
movement very good firmness.

5

*KARMAY KOKODA AZ
Ambala Caprio/Indara Bit of Class
Large medium strong very good expression high withers good top and underline good length
and lay of the croup good angulations front very good rear stands correct coming and going
correct. Powerful movement hind thrust should be more pronounced.
6
*PALLENDON QUINSI AZ
Mike Estherlager/Pallendon Jorga
Large medium strong high withers good top and underline croup should be longer very good
angulations normal developed forechest slightly short underchest correct positioned ears
stands almost correct elbows not firm going east west. Powerful movement very good
firmness.
7
*TANNALANE LAKOTA BELLE AZ
Ambala Caprio/Druann Fantasia
Large medium strong slightly stretched good pigment very good expression high withers good
top and underline slightly steep croup of good length good angulation fore very good rear
stands correct going correct coming slightly wide. Powerful movement firm back.
8
*SUNDANEKA IZZY STARDUST AZ
Opheus Krauterweise/Sundaneka Tulua
Large powerful deep in chest little bit heavy in weight high withers very good topline correct
angulations stands correct dark eyes correct ears almost correct coming and going. Fluent
movement front reach should be free-er.
9
*NARATHOR FINN FEMME FATALE AZ
Glenbala Wild Grand Finale/Bhuachaille Over All
Large medium strong good proportions high withers harmonious top and underline good
length and lay of the croup upper arm should be more inclined hind angulation very good
balanced chest proportions correct position ears stands not quite correct in front almost
correct coming and going. Powerful movement very good firmness good front reach very
good expansion.
l0
*VOLSCAIN QUESTA AZ
Karlos Werther Muhle/Molle Wethr Muhle
Over medium size medium strong stretched very good expression high withers straight back
slightly short and steep croup good angulations front very good rear balanced chest
proportions stands correct correct ears slightly light eyes almost correct coming and going.
Fluent movement hind thrust should be more pronounced front reach is very good.
11
*ZENTAGO NU VOGUE AZ
Eigenschaft Heartbreaker/Eigenschaft Mystic Step
Large medium strong saddle should be darker deep in chest high withers straight back good
position of croup should be longer upper arm should be more inclined hind angulation very
good deep forechest short underchest correctly positioned ears slightly light eyes correct
coming and going. Powerful movement front reach should be free-er.
12
*ARKKU BIRKITA AZ
Vel Satis Ersten Platz/Weisa Erten Platz
Large strong pigment powerful head high withers with a nick behind correct top and underline
croup should be longer good angulations front and rear balanced chest proportions stands
correct dark eyes correct ears correct coming and going. Powerful movement front reach
should be free-er and the wither should be higher in fast movement.
13
*AMBERG JAVA AZ
Jasso Bimsgrube/Amberg Akiko
Large stretched medium strong high withers with a slight nick behind croup should be longer
upper arm should be more inclined sufficient angulation of the hindquarters stands correct
slightly light eyes correct ears going correct coming tight. Fluent movement hind thrust
should be more pronounced front reach should be free-er.
14
*RUFSTONE BLACK PEARL AZ
Aimsway Bacchus/Rufstone Calamity Jane
Medium size medium strong good pigment good expression high withers good top and
underline slightly steep croup upper arm should be more inclined very good hind angulation
balanced chest proportions dark eyes large ears hocks are not completely firm correct
coming. Powerful movement with good firmness.
15
*SUNHAZE POPCORN AZ
Cayos Noriswand/Sunhaze Giselle
Large medium strong good expression high wither straight back slightly short croup upper
arm should be more inclined good rear angulation slightly short underchest stands correct
ears correct coming and going correct. Powerful movement front reach should be free-er.

16

*DREPESH STARS DO SHINE AZ
Orpheus Krauterweise/Drepesh Miss Jane
Large medium strong slightly stretched good expression good constructed head high withers
good topline slightly short and steep croup good angulations balanced chest proportions dark
eye correct ears stands slightly east west almost correct going and coming elbows not yet
firm. Harmonious movement with good firmness.
17
*KUIRAU RUBY AZ
Cayos Noriswand/Kuirau Jubilation
Large powerful masculine head high withers straight back short and steep croup good
angulations front and rear normal developed forechest short underchest stands correct dark
eyes correct ears correct going elbows are not closed. Powerful movement back ligaments
and ears should be firmer.
CHALLENGE BITCH

*ASTASIA KARTCHA AZ

RESERVE

*NARATHOR JACINTA AZ

BEST IN SHOW
RUNNER UP
BEST BABY
BEST MINOR
BEST PUPPY
BEST JUNIOR
BEST INTERMEDIATE
BEST OPEN

*FREMONT TOOHOT TOHANDLE AZ
*KWINT vom JUERIKSTALL AZ
ANDACHT RAZ N HELL.
DURNSTEIN DIRTY DANCING
VLADIMIR ENVY THIS
SUNDANEKA SCANDALOUS
*ASTASIA BOEING AZ
*FREMONT TOOHOT TO HANDLE AZ

Junior handlers
Judge: Vince Tantaro
l
2
3
4
5

Rebecca Liverti
Jarod Allen
Caitlin Reilly
Estelle McDonald
Sarah Berechee

Obedience Results
Judge: Ms M Fazekas (NSW)
Utility
1

189

Koonski Kennels

Druann Dascha UD AZ

Open
1
2

190 Mr P Belic
190 N. Nahas

Babanga Adonis CDX ET
Ramorra Montgommery CDX

Novice
1

178 J Carter

*Ch. Bolscot Aurora CCD AZ

CCD
1
2

90 Connolly/McDonald
88 N'J&D Mc Donald

Beychief Carousel
Narathor Jazz Beat
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GSDL of NSW June Sanction Show & Obedience Trial, 19th June, 2010
Judge: Mrs Jane Pike (SA)
Baby Bitch
1

45 J.I Wilks

Tannalane Ambrosia

Very Promising

* Cayos vd Noriswand (Gmy) aZ / Tannalane Brandy Queen AZ

2

41 M&C Morris

Freevale Got The Look

Very Promising

*Ch Freevale Causin Chaos AZ / * Ch Freevale Unforgetable AZ

3

40 M&C Morris

Freevale If Looks Could Kill

Very Promising

*Ch Freevale Causin Chaos AZ / * Ch Freevale Unforgetable AZ

4

146 G Allen

Aduele Jarlira

Very Promising

* Freevale Sweet Lachlan AZ / * Aduele Divine Diva AZ

5

36 M Porter

Montargeisle Unique

Very Promising

* Conkasha Whisky AZ / Alncrys Omega AZ

6

37 T. Devine

Asterhund Jewel

Very Promising

* Fellow v Santamar (Bel) aZ / * Asterhund Evangelina AZ

7

42 G&K Gregory

Glenbala Fantastic Game

Very Promising

*Grd Ch Glenbala Wild Grand Finale ET AZ / *Ch. Glenbala Absolutely Game
AZ

8

43 A&C Anderson

Beychief Clancy

Very Promising

* Dellahund Kic Atinalong AZ / T.Ch. Jarinda Mystic Appeal AZ

9

46 W&T Curry

Sheznova Solitaire

Very Promising

*Ch Kwint v Juerikstall (Ndl) aZ / * Sheznova Star Esprit AZ

10

39 Dumesney/Schultz

Steinhuegel Ember

Very Promising

* Jimmy v Baruther Land (Gmy) aZ / * Astasia Gemini AZ

11

38 S Zumbo

Schfax Tia Lombo

Very Promising

Komlohof Balboa / Tannalane Abbey Road

12

44 A&J Connors

Aljudan Mikalodeon

Very Promising

* Mika v Overledingerland (Gmy) aZ / * Aljudan Cracklin Rosie AZ

Minor Bitch
1

48 L. Reilly

Andacht Piccadilly Lilly

Very Promising

* Cayos vd Noriswand (Gmy) aZ / * Andacht Super Fortress AZ

2

51 Theris/Hendickse

Khayem Galina

Very Promising

* Cayos vd Noriswand (Gmy) aZ / * Li;;I v Trompetersprung (Gmy) aZ

3

47 L Reilly

Andacht Memphis Belle

Very Promising

* Cayos vd Noriswand (Gmy) aZ / * Andacht Super Fortress AZ

4

50 Fairbairn/Meffert

Uhlmsdorf Gessie

Very Promising

*Ch. Sannjessa Crusty Demon AZ / * Uhlmsdorf Vanilla Sky AZ

5

55 D. Aliverti

Bemboka Inner Star

Very Promising

*Ch Schneegerg Fire Storm AZ / Bemboka Evening Star AZ

6

53 G&K Stevenson

Sundaneka White Satin

Very Promising

*Eng.Ch Phillip aus der Neuen Hauffstrasse AZ / *Ch Sundaneka Tulua AZ

7

49 P,D&J Murray

Kuirau Wild Rose

Very Promising

* Rico vd Kleinen Birke (Gmy) aZ / * Kuirau Jubilation AZ

8

52 J Thomson

Cossavane Jjorga

Very Promising

*Ch Uras v Trafalga (Gmy) aZ / Cossavane Bedazzled AZ

9

56 M&C Theris

Bossface Jamilyn
* Anselot v Schwarzaugen (Gmy) aZ / Ch. Turnberry Jacklyn AZ

Promising

Puppy Bitch
1

58 G Morton

Vladimir Envy Is A Sin

Very Promising

* Fremont Toohot Tohandle AZ / *Ch Vladimir Anarchy AZ

2

61 ML Stendara

Beychief Hoopla

Very Promising

* Dellahund Kic Atinalong AZ / * Vonpeta Dipstick AZ

3

59 F. McAdam

Durnstein Dirty Dancing

Very Promising

*Ch. Schneeberg Fire Storm AZ / *Ch. Durnstein Zensation AZ

4

57 G Allan

Vladimir Envs Arnt U

Very Promising

* Fremont Toohot Toohandle AZ / * Vladimir Anarchy AZ

5

60 Connolly/McDonald

Beychief Carousel CCD

Very Promising

* Dellahund Kicatinalong AZ / * Vonpeta Dip Stick AZ

6

62 J Delriego

Asterhund Isadorable

Very Promising

*Ch. Uras v Trafalga (Gmy) aZ / * Tonaker Bianca Bell AZ

7

63 Pittard/Nolan

Incavale Sanchica

Very Promising

*Ch. Andacht Don Pedro AZ / Conkasha Zelda AZ

Junior Bitch
1

68 G&K Stevenson

Sundaneka Safari Queen

Very Good

*Eng Ch Phillip aus der Neuen Hauustrasse AZ / * Sundaneka French Kiss
AZ

2

65 Fairbairn/Meffert

Uhlmsdorf Ellie Mac AZ

Very Good

* Cayos vd Noriswand (Gmy) aZ / * Uhlmsdorf Tuscan Tango AZ

3

74 Dumesney/Schultz

Steinhuegel Diana

Very Good

* Uhlmsdorf Xtremecommanda ET AZ / * Astasia Vicki ET AZ

4

66 M. F. Moore

Dellahund Under Wraps AZ

Very Good

* Yacko v Holtkamper See (Gmy) aZ / * Dellahund Kic N Katch AZ

5

71 M&C Morris

Freevale State Of The Heart

Very Good

* Freevale Sweet Lachlan AZ / *Ch Eigenschaft Regal Flame AZ

6

72 M&C Morris

Freevale State of the Art

Very Good

* Freevale Sweet Lachlan AZ / * Ch. Eigenschaft Regal Flame AZ

7

70 J Lawler

Yukisan Samaye

Very Good

* Aimsway Aramis AZ / *Ch Yukisan Ukla AZ

8

67 G&K Stevenson

Sundaneka Scandalous

Very Good

*Eng Ch Phillip aus der Neun Hauffstrasse AZ / * Sundaneka French Kiss AZ

9

73 C&C Cossu

Treuschutzer Shootin Stars

Very Good

* Dellahund Kicatinalong AZ / * Drepesh Stars Do Shine AZ

10

69 G&K Gregory

Glenbala Ambitious Witch

Very Good

*Ch. Aimsway Abacus AZ / Ch. Glenbala Witchs Enhance AZ

11

75 S Zumbo

Sundaneka Tallulah

Very Good

* Lashadas Ace Of Hearts AZ / * Sundaneka Bonnie Belle AZ

12

76 Fabian/McAdam

Durnstein Divine Miss M

Good

*Ch. Schneeberg Fire Storm AZ / *Ch. Durnstein Zensation AZ

Intermediate Bitch
1

79 Morris M&C/Mayne D

*Ch Freevale Crazy In Pink AZ

Very Good

* Cayos vd Noriswand (Gmy) aZ / Ch. Freevale Crazy For Love AZ

2

80 Innes/Fairbairn/Meffert

* Uhllmsdorf Dixie Chick AZ

Very Good

* Cayos vd Noriswand (Gmy) aZ / * Uhlmsdorf Vanilla AZ

3

82 L. Reilly

Andacht Magic Wand AZ

Very Good

* Cayos vd Noriswand (Gmy) aZ / * Andacht Olivia AZ

4

77 N&K Higham

*Ch Zentago Back In Step AZ

Very Good

*Ch Kwint v Juerikstall (Ndl) aZ / * Ch. Eigenschaft Mystic Step CDX ET AZ

5

84 P&D&J Murray

Kuirau Takeira AZ

Very Good

*Ch Kwint v Juerikstall (Ndl) aZ / * Kuirau Jubilation AZ

6

90 T Devine

Conkasha Dakota Star AZ
* Lashadas Xcellento AZ / * Conkasha Sharlette AZ

Very Good

7

78 G&K Stevenson

* Sundaneka Mystique AZ

Very Good

*Ch. Sannjesa Crusty Demon AZ / * Sundaneka Burmuda Rose AZ

8

87 G&K Stevenson

Sundaneka Queen Of Hearts AZ

Very Good

* Lashadas Ace Of hearts AZ / * Sundaneka Calypso Queen AZ

9

83 L Reilly

* Andacht Zindi AZ

Very Good

*Ch Andacht Don Pedro AZ / * Andacht Zuzi AZ

10

91 J&J Nolan

Incavale Marguerita

Very Good

Conkasha Whisky AZ / Aldaina Inca AZ

11

81 A&J Kada

Lashadas Kahlua

Very Good

* Karlos vd Werthe-Muhle (Gmy) aZ / * Lashadas Osh Kosh AZ

12

86 T Jarvis

* Niquistar Opium AZ

Very Good

* Cayos vd Noriswand (GmyY aZ / * Amstelpils Anika AZ

13

89 J,N,R&A Senior

Senmora Classic Destiny AZ

Very Good

* Dellahund Kic Atinalong AZ / * Volcain Quella AZ

14

85 G Jones

Niquistar Octavia

Very Good

* Cayos vd Noriswand (Gmy) aZ / * Amstelpel Aneka AZ

15

88 A&J Connors

Aljudan Breeze N Brazen AZ

Very Good

* Aimsway Bacchus AZ / * Aljudan Cracklin Rosie AZ

Open Bitch
1

94 Carrol/Bruno/Zammit

*Ch. Karmay Kokoda AZ

Excellent

*Ch Ambala Caprio AZ / * Indara Bit Of Class (NZ) AZ

2

92 L. Reilly

* Andacht Super Fortress AZ

Excellent

* Unox v Aducht (Gmy) aZ / * Andacht Spearitt AZ

3

95 J Wilks

* Tannalane Lakota Belle AZ

Excellent

*Ch Ambala Caprio AZ / Druann Fantasia AZ

4

93 G Morton

*Gr. Ch. Vladimir Anarchy AZ

Excellent

* Unshaus Storm Strike AZ / * Vladimir Olymp Brook AZ

5

100 M. Scaresbrook

* Aldaina Bronack AZ

Excellent

*Ch Ambala Caprio AZ / *Ch. Aldaina Bijanka AZ

6

98 G&K Stevenson

* Sundaneka Izzy Stardust AZ

Excellent

*Ch Orpheus vd Krauterweise (Gmy) aZ / *Ch Sundaneka Tulua AZ

7

102 Thor/Squires/Blacker

* Narathor Finn Femme Fatale AZ

Excellent

*Ch Glenbala Wild Grand Finale AZ / * Bhuachaille Over All AZ

8

103 J,N,R,A Senior

* Senmora All About Magic AZ

Excellent

* Dellahund Desert Driver AZ / * Conkasha Wicked Princess AZ

9

105 P & R Berechree

* Ambala Candy AZ

Excellent

* Cayos vd Noriswand (Gmy) aZ / * Ambala All That Jazz AZ

10

104 Laughlin S/Morris C

* Freevale Tickled Pink AZ

Excellent

* Cayos vd Noriswand (Gmy) aZ / Ch. Freevale Crazy For Love AZ

11

107 Eaton/Stevenson

* Sundaneka Okina AZ

Excellent

* Cayos vd Noriswand (Gmy) aZ / Sundaneka Xanadu AZ

12

96 D&H Aliverti

* Bemboka Grace N Power AZ

Excellent

* Astana Ywo (UK) AZ / * Bemboka Evening Star AZ

13

97 K&G Gore

* Dellahund One Too Fancy AZ

Excellent

* Dellahund High N Mighty AZ / * Dellahund Wild Woman AZ

14

106 H Galbraith

* Ambala Lolly AZ

Excellent

* Cayos vd Noriswand (Gmy) aZ / * Ambala All That Jazz Az

15

99 P,D&J Murray

* Kuirau Ruby AZ
* Cayos vd Noriswand (Gmy) aZ / * Kuirau Jubilation AZ

Best Bitch - *Ch Freevale Crazy In Pink AZ
Reserve Best Bitch - *Ch. Karmay Kokoda AZ

Excellent

Baby Dog
1

4 M&C Theris

Bossface Kendric

Very Promising

* Lashadas Ace of Hearts AZ / Eigenschaft Nordic Sky AZ

2

3 Eaton/Stevenson

Sundaneka Yogi Bear

Very Promising

* Philipp a.d. Neuen Hauffstrasse (Gmy) aZ / * Sundaneka Burmuda Rose
AZ

3

2 G&K Stevenson

Sundaneka Yoda

Very Promising

*UK Ch. Phillip a d Neuen Hauffstrasse aZ / * Sundaneka Burmuda Rose AZ

4

5 T Prsa

Andacht Legend Of Caesar

Very Promising

* Andacht I Am Legend AZ / * Andacht Olivia AZ

5

1 K&G Gore

Asterhund Just Joking

Very Promising

* Fellow v Santamar AZ / * Asterhund Evangelina AZ

Minor Dog
1

6 L. Reilly

Andacht Raz N Hell

Very Promising

* Cayos vd Noriswand (Gmy) aZ / * Andacht Super Fortress AZ

2

7 D Clark

Aimsway Samuel

Promising

* Aimsway Aramis AZ / * Aimsway Milkado AZ

Puppy Dog
1

9 G.A. Morton

Vladimir Envy This

Very Promising

* Fremont Toohot Tohandle AZ / *Ch Vladimir Anarchy AZ

2

10 N,J&D Mc Donald

Narathor Jazz Beat

Very Promising

*Grd Ch Glenbala Wild Grand Finale ET AZ / *Ch Bhuachaille Jazz Leader AZ

Junior Dog
1

14 Jara/Morris

Freevale Gotcha Good

Very Good

*Ch Kwint v Juerikstall (Ndl) aZ / Ch Freevale Envious Eyes AZ

2

11 P,D&J Murray

Kuirau Vegas AZ

Very Good

* Kuirau Lincholn AZ / Kuirau Ocean Breeze AZ

3

15 J MacGowan

Freevale On The Prowl

Very Good

* Cayos vd Noriswand (Gmy) aZ / Ch. Freevale Love Me Crazy AZ

4

16 G & K Stevenson

Sundaneka Troy

Very Good

* Lashadas Ace Of Hearts AZ / * Sundaneka Bonnie Belle AZ

5

12 T&L Gehrke

Treuschutzer Kick The Tin

Very Good

* Dellahund Kic Atinalong AZ / * Drepesh Stars Do Shine AZ

Intermediate Dog
1

17 I. Selby

Vladimir Chicka Wah Wah

Very Good

*Ch. Uras v Trafalga (Gmy) aZ / * Vladimir Olymp Brook AZ

2

19 P & R Berechree

* Ambala Toblarone AZ

Very Good

* Cayos vd Noriswand (Gmy) aZ / * Ambala All That Jazz AZ

3

24 Morris/Hendrickse

Freevale Nothing Too Serious AZ

Very Good

* As Du Domaine Du Val D'Aulnoy (Fra) aZ / * Freevale Sweet Nothings AZ

4

22 J.I. Wilks

Tannalane Chamois AZ

Very Good

* Cayos vd Noriswand (Gmy) aZ / Tannalane Brandy Queen AZ

5

23 R Parker

*Ch Niquistar Orsom Major AZ

Very Good

* Cayos vd Noriswand (Gmy) aZ / Amstelpils Anika AZ

6

18 T Devine

Conkasha Quantam Raider AZ
Joanchell Condor AZ / * Conkasha Vanta AZ

Very Good

Open Dog

1

32 T Mills

*Ch. Schneeberg Fire Storm AZ

Excellent

* Scheer Jose Cuervo AZ / * Ch. Schneeberg Pure Charm AZ

2

28 J,N,R,A Senior

* Dellahund Kic Atinalong AZ

Excellent

*Ch. Uras v Trafalga (Gmy) aZ / * Dellahund Unique Harmony AZ

3

30 M.F. Moore

* Dellahund Party Prize AZ

Excellent

* Dellahund Desert Driver AZ / Dellahund High N Posh AZ

4

27 Lynch/York

* As Du Domaine Du Val d'Aulnoy (Imp Frn)

Excellent

* Zamp V Thermodos / * Prissa du Domaiine du Val d'Aulnoy

5

31 G Connolly

*Ch. Durnstein Captain Kirk CCD AZ

Excellent

* Cayos vd Noriswand (Gmy) aZ / Ch Durnstein Zensation AZ

Best Dog - *Ch. Schneeberg Fire Storm AZ
Reserve Best Dog - * Dellahund Kic Atinalong AZ

General Specials
Best In Show - *Ch Freevale Crazy In Pink AZ
Runner Up In Show - - *Ch. Karmay Kokoda AZ
Best Baby - Tannalane Ambrosia
Best Minor - Andacht Raz N Hell
Best Puppy - Vladimir Envy This
Best Junior - Sundaneka Safari Queen
Best Intermediate - *Ch Freevale Crazy In Pink AZ
Best Open Bitch - *Ch. Karmay Kokoda AZ

Obedience Judge: Mr. P. Franks (NSW)
Utility
1
2

2
4

186
170

A&C Larin
Koonski Kennels

Masterton Real Mackoy UD
Druann Dascha UD AZ

10
8
9

189
187
180

Koonski Kennels
Mr P Belic
A Larin

Druann Dascha UD AZ
Babanga Adonis CDX ET
Masterton Real Mackoy UD

16
18

181
177

G Connolly
Connolly/McDonald

*Ch. Durnstein Captain Kirk CCD AZ
Beychief Carousel CCD

19

95

M Globis

Beychief Princess Reign

Open
1
2
3

Novice
1
2
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Show Sponsors
We would like to thank the following for sponsoring the show
ffiona Erskine
Photographer and Digital Artist
0411 116787
www.simplesite.com/ffirephoto Email ffirephoto@live.com

GSDL of NSW Inc June Open Show, 19th June, 2010
Judge: Mrs. Lynn Brown
1A
1

29 G&K Gregory

Glenbala Fantastic Game
*Grd Ch Glenbala Wild Grand Finale ET AZ / *Ch Glenbala Absolutely Game
AZ

2

27 M&C Morris

Freevale If Looks Could Kill
*Ch Freevale Causin Chaos AZ / * Ch Freevale Unforgetable AZ

3

28 M&C Morris

Freevale Got The Look
*Ch Freevale Causin Chaos AZ / * Ch Freevale Unforgetable AZ

4

30 A&C Anderson

Beychief Clancy
* Dellahund Kic Atinalong AZ / T.Ch. Jarinda Mystic Sensation AZ

5

31 A&J Connors

Aljudan Mikalodeon
* Mika v Overledingerland (Gmy) aZ / * Aljudan Cracklin Rosie AZ

6

25 M Porter

Montargeisle Unique
* Conkasha Whisky AZ / Alncrys Omega AZ

7

26 T Devine

Asterhund Jewel
* Fellow v Santamar (Bel) aZ / * Asterhuund Evangelina AZ

2A
1

32 L Reilly

Andacht Memphis Belle
* Cayos vd Noriswand (Gmy) aZ / * Andacht Super Fortress AZ

2

33 L Reilly

Andacht Piccadilly Lilly
* Cayos vd Noriswand (Gmy) aZ / * Andacht Super Fortress AZ

3

35 Theris/Hendrickse

Khayem Galina
* Cayos vd Noriswand (Gmy) aZ / * Lilly v Trompetersprung (Gmy) aZ

4

38 L. Reilly

Andacht Velma
* Scooby Doo v Team Zelwaldrand (Gmy) aZ / * Andach I Am Legacy AZ

5

37 G&K Stevenson

Sundaneka Xaska
*Ch. Lashadas Ace Of Hearts AZ / * Sundaneka Calypso Queen AZ

6

39 H&D Aliverti

Bemboka Inner Star
*Ch Schneeberg Fire Storm AZ / * Bemboka Evening Star AZ

7

34 P&D&J Murray

Kuirau Wild Rose
* Rico vd Kleinen Birke (Gmy) aZ / * Kuirau Jubilation AZ

8

36 J Thomson

Cossavane Jjorga
*Ch Uras v Trafalga (Gmy) aZ / Cossavane Bedazzled AZ

3A
1

40 G.A. Morton

Vladimir Envy Is A Sin
*Ch Fremont Toohot Toohandle AZ / *Gr.Ch. Vladimir Anarchy AZ

2

43 Connolly/McDonald

Beychief Carousel CCD
* Dellahund Kic Atinalong AZ / * Vonpeter Dip Stick AZ

3

41 F. McAdam

Durnstein Dirty Dancing
*Ch. Schneeberg Fire Storm AZ / *Ch. Durnstein Zensation AZ

4

42 M Stendara

Beychief Hoop-La
* Dellahund Kic Atinalong AZ / * Vonpeta Dipstick AZ

4A
1

47 M&C Morris

Freevale State Of The Art
* Freevale Sweet Lachlan AZ / * Ch Eigenschaft Regal Flame AZ

2

45 M. F. Moore

Dellahund Under Wraps AZ
* Yacko v Holtkampersee (Gmy) aZ / * Dellahund Kic N Katch AZ

3

46 G&K Gregory

Glenbala Ambitious Witch
*Ch Aimsway Abacus AZ / *Ch Glenbala Witchs Enhance AZ

4

48 M&C Morris

Freevale State Of The Heart
* Freevale Sweet Lachlan AZ / * Ch Eigenschaft Regal Flame AZ

5

147 G&K Stevenson

Sundaneka Scandalous
*UK Ch. Phillip a d Neuen Hauffstrasse aZ / * Sundaneka French Kiss AZ

6

49 A&J Kada

Jaknell Sweet Revenge
* Aldaina Wizard AZ / *Ch Aldaina Bijanka AZ

7

50 Fabian/McAdam

Durnstein Divine Miss M
*Ch. Schneeberg Fire N Storrm AZ / *Ch. Durnstein Zensation AZ

5A
1

52 Morris/Mayne

*Ch Freevale Crazy In Pink AZ
* Cayos v Noriswand (Gmy) aZ / Ch Freevale Crazy For Love AZ

2

58 P,D&J Murray

Kuirau Takeira AZ
*Ch Kwint v Juerickstall (Ndl) aZ / * Kuirau Jubilation AZ

3

62 T Devine

Conkasha Dakota Star AZ
* Lashadas Excellento AZ / * Conkasha Sharlette AZ

4

51 N&K Higham

*Ch. Zentago Back In Step AZ
*Ch. Kwint v Juerikstall (Ndl) aZ / *Ch. Eigenschaft Mystic Step CDX ET AZ

5

60 T Jarvis

* Niquistar Opium AZ
* Cayos vd Noriswand (Gmy) aZ / * Amstelpils Anika AZ

6

53 Roberts/Murray

Kuirau Shahera AZ
*Ch. Kwint v Juerikstall (Ndl) aZ / * Kuira Jubilation AZ

7

57 L. Reilly

* Andacht Zindi AZ
*Ch Andacht Don Pedro AZ / * Andacht Supor Zuzi AZ

8

54 J&J Nolan

Incavale Marguerita
* Conkasha Whisky AZ / Aldaina Inga AZ

9

55 L. Reilly

Andacht Magic Wand AZ
* Cayos vd Noriswand (Gmy) aZ / * Andachr Olivia AZ

10

59 G Jones

Nicquistar Octavia
* Cayos vd Noriswand (Gmy) aZ / * Amstelpels Aneka AZ

11A
1

64 G.A. Morton

*Gr.Ch. Vladimir Anarchy AZ
* Unshaus Storm Strike AZ / * Vladimir Olymp Brook AZ

2

70 P,D&J Murray

* Kuirau Ruby AZ
* Cayos vd Noriswand (Gmy) aZ / * Kuirau Jubilation AZ

3

72 Laughlin/Morris

* Freevale Tickled Pink AZ
* Cayos vd Noriswand (Gmy) aZ / *Ch Freevale Crazy For Love AZ

4

71 Thor/Squies/Blacker

* Narathor Finn Femme Fatale AZ
*Ch. Glenbala Wils Grand Finale AZ / *Bhuachaille Over All Venesthorn Grand
Dazzler AZ

5

63 L Reilly

* Andacht Super Fortress AZ
* Unox v Aducht (Gmy) aZ / * Andacht Spearitt AZ

6

68 K&G Gore

* Dellahund One Too Fancy AZ
* Dellahund High N Mighty AZ / * Dellahund Wild Woman AZ

7

66 H&D Aliverti

* Bemboka Grace N Power AZ
* Astana Ywo (UK) AZ / * Bemboka Evening Star AZ

8

67 H. Galbraith

* Rufstone Black Pearl AZ
* Aimsway Bacchus AZ / * Rufstone Calamity Jane AZ

9

69 G&K Stevenson

* Sundaneka Izzy Stardust AZ
*Ch Orpheus vd Krauterwiese (Gmy) aZ / *Ch. Sundaneka Tulua AZ

Best Bitch - *Gr.Ch. Vladimir Anarchy AZ
Reserve Best Bitch - * Kuirau Ruby AZ

1
1

3 T Prsa

Andacht Legend Of Caesar
* Andacht I Am Legend AZ / * Andacht Olivia AZ

2
1

4 L Reilly

Andacht Raz N Hell
* Cayos vd Noriswand (Gmy) aZ / * Andacht Super Fortress AZ

2

1 A&C Anderson

Raenaik Eko
Alpinebase Karlo / Raenik Bindi

3
1

7 G.A. Morton

Vladimir Envy This
*Ch Fremont Toohot Tohandle AZ / *Gr.Ch. Vladimir Anarchy AZ

2

8 N,J&D Mc Donald

Narathor Jazz Beat
*Ch Glenbala Wild Grand Finale AZ / *Ch Bhuaaaachaille Jazz Leader AZ

4
1

10 P,D&J Murray

Kuirau Vegas AZ
* Kuirau Lincholn AZ / Kuirau Ocean Breeze AZ

2

9 J MacGowan

Freevale On The Prowl
* Cayos vd Noooriswand (Gmy) aZ / Ch. Freevale Love Me Crazy AZ

5
1

11 I Selby

Vladimir Chicka Wah Wah
*Ch. Uras v Trafalga (Gmy) aZ / * Vladimir Olymp Brook AZ

2

15 R Parker

*Ch Niquistar Orsom Major AZ
* Cayos vd Noriswand (Gmy) aZ / * Amstelpils Anika AZ

3

16 Morris/Hendrickse

Freevale Nothing Too Serious AZ
* As Du Domaine Duval D'Aulnoy (Fra) aZ / * Freevale Sweet Nothings AZ

4

12 P&R Berechree

* Ambala Toblarone AZ
* Cayos vd Noriswand (Gmy) aZ / * Ambala All That Jazz AZ

5

13 J Nichols

* Siobahn Kentucky AZ
* Diego v Hasseltal (Gmy) aZ / * Siobahn Panache AZ

6

14 L Fowler

Kuirau Trent
* Kwint v Juerickstall (Ndl) aZ / * Kuirau Jubilation AZ

11
1

18 S Laughlin

* Freevale Sweet Lachlan AZ
* Aimsway Stone Cold AZ / Ch Frevale Craazy For Love AZ

2

17 G&K Gregory

*NZ CH Oakway Quiz Master (NZ) AZ
* Ingo v Frankengold (Gmy) aZ / *NZ Ch Oakway Body Language AZ

3

21 M. F. Moore

* Dellahund Party Prize AZ
* Dellahund Desert Driver AZ / Dellahund High N Posh AZ

4

19 B&J Roberts

* Kuirau Quinlan AZ
* Cayos vd Noriswand (Gmy) aZ / * Kuirau Fantasia AZ

5

22 T Mills

*Ch. Schneeberg Fire Storm AZ
* Scheer Jose Cuervo AZ / *Ch Schneeberg Pure Charm AZ

6

23 L.A. Reilly

* Andacht I Am Legend AZ
* Cayos vd Noriswand (Gmy) aZ / * Turnberry Super Impose AZ

Best Dog - * Freevale Sweet Lachlan AZ
Reserve Best Dog - *NZ CH Oakway Quiz Master (NZ) AZ

General Specials
Best In Show - *Gr.Ch. Vladimir Anarchy AZ
Runner Up In Show - * Kuirau Ruby AZ
Best Baby - Glenbala Fantastic Game
Best Minor - Andacht Memphis Belle
Best Puppy - Vladimir Envy Is A Sin
Best Junior - Freevale State Of The Art
Best Intermediate - Vladimir Chicka Wah Wah
Best Open Bitch - *Gr.Ch. Vladimir Anarchy AZ

